ISpur and helical gear production

has never been in better shape
Gleason Pfauter's new GP BOS CNC Gear
Shaping Machine gives you '[he next-generation
technology you need to take valuable time and
cost out of the production of internal and
external purand helical gears.
Bul: that's not. ,aU. You'lI also benefit
from the GP Series' revolutionary
"common platform. modular-de ign"
approach. which reduces co t, shortens
delivery leadtirnes, and promi es a
faster Return on Investment.
BoU.omline? No other machine in its,
cia s delivers 0 much, so fast, for so
little. For example:
• II's equipped with a standard thermal
compensation system that automatically
adj u ts pari, size in response to machine
thermal changes.
• Its unique cast machine frame is designed
with highangle slopes for highly efficient
chip removal,
• An axial slide provide automatic stroke
position adjustment.
• The workspindle is equipped with a
direct-drive CNC servo-splndle motor .

Advanced FEA d sign tools
IWefe used to nelp optimize'
weighl and strength.

,_t
IBooth ',5742,
_

U_

w~-~~C"DD

• 1The optional tail tock is motorized,
eliminating the limit switch setup
required with hydraulic cylinders .
•

1

Gear tools to ujt any application
requirement are available from Gleason
Pfauter HIJI'IhCutling Tools.

For more inrormation, contact:

1000 University Ave., P.O. Box 22970
Rochester, NY 14607-]282 U.S.A.
Phone: 716/473-1000 Fax: 7~'6/461-4348
Web site: www.gleaon.com
.E-Mail: sales@gleason ..com
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much of what I know about tho! machine tool busi-

lleamed

nicians and field service people who develop, design, build and

ness from my father, who learned it from h.s father before him.

troubleshoot

One of the lessons he taught wasthat no matter how important the

more gear knowledge,

details seem, it's equally important to look at the bigger picture.

the show.

For

example, before

Winspected

I would

a machine,

For

those who fell they needed even

SME offered a series of gear clinics at

The value of these experiences

study the

catalogs and make lists of all the features and sizes that. load

the machines.

to

information,

contacts

check. My father would tell me that after completmg my checklist, I should step back from the machine, walk around it. away

to Nashville

not only worthwhile,

cessfully

from the details, and see it as a whole, He aid forcing yourself to

more than a collection

look froma

efit

otherwise

biggerperspective

often lets you see what you wouLd

Very often, he was right, Once, when I in pected
drical. grinder,

I forgot this le on. Somehow,

fact that the machine

was built special,

a cylin-

I overlooked

the

without a reciprocating

table-the

bed and the table were one piece. I had covered

the details

but overlooked

Sometimes

the obvious is the hardest thing to see. Today Ireal-

what some might say was obvious.

ize thai using a bigger perspective
and opportunities

I wasn't

all

allows me to see problems

expecting

10 find or didn't. think to

for.

look
m

and business

in today's marketplace.

of everything

seen i

mi s.

of my father'

was reminded

wisdom

at this year's Gear

industry's

gear

premier event. and it has grown with each incarnation.

There were far more exhibitors

al. this how than we've ever seen

an opportunity

mformation may be the key to ucce
this Millennium
gear industry

tooL show-a

gear manufacturing

equipment.

floor, walking
then I tried

througb

a different

The Nashville
heidi, ha

Outlook

can

little industrial niche and how these factors will affect our future.
Ourtalks

with some of the leaders in the gear industry

some case,
economy,

how defenseless

we Me against

us, depending

on how quickly we adapt to change.

The pace of change will continue
and our industry

to accelerate

and novel ways. We must challenge
ourselves

to view our com-

panies and our industry with
ent points of view. We can't

is how .I saw it, too. But

Center.

where

Gear Expo

thor.

allow

the

familiar

perspective

everyday

was

what

From there, you

because
probably

that for four days, we had access to the finest

of today.

my

materials

software

tool manufacturer,

contact

with

to restrict

able

to

will

see,
seem

lost in the details

perch

above the show, I saw gear manufacturers.
and cutting

what

of our

obvious to us in the future is

tool stow. The full view of

in the world. From

comfortable,

routine

we're

all in one

busines

in the com-

will have to keep up with these

Wben I was down on the show

to me the entire gear industry,

all of them valuable

of

it. The whims

politics, war and industry can ei ther carry us or bury

perspective.

consultants

have

we are on the rest of the world and, in

fresh eyes and from differ-

of gear talent anywhere
vendors,

tools,

to see how

and buy

place to see, compare

this was much more than a machine

gathering

machine

other industries and global. events have shaped the changes in our

ee the entire show. While I was up there, it struck me that

place. I realized

10

in the years 10 come. With

We've examined ourselves from different perspectives

has grown, the number

a viewing area above the show

Gear Expo revealed

suc-

at Gear Expo as

issue, we've tried to walk around the

this year. Most people view the

the aisles, thi

Convention

looking

as if it were one of my father's

changes in both traditional

show as a machine

By

to compete

missed.

into' more and better services for the industry as a whole.
dramatically

made the trip

but essential

The gear industry is changing faster than ever, and acce

ing years,

of visitors dropped

opportunities

The

I was able to reap the benthe show had to offer. AIl opportunity not

before. This means more money for the AGIVIA, which translates
But while the number of exhibitors

be overstated.

of exhibitors,

revealed how dependent

Expo. As many of you know, Gear Expo i~the worldwide

cannot

suppliers,

knowledge

gears. Of course, the machine

tool manufacturers

well, not just with salespeople,

but also with the engineers,

about

were there as
tee II-

Michael Goldstein,

Publisher

and Editor-in-Chief
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WiU Rainb_ow Coati"-g Le_ad
to IManufactulri:ng G'old?
Gear manufacturers have u ed coated
cutting tools to obtain dramatic increases
in productivity over thepasl.
decade.
Titanium nitride (TiN), titanium aluminum nitride mAIN) and titanium carbonitride meN) coating have become
the norm for gear cutting tools.
Space Age Concepts of Dayton, OH,
claims to have the next generation of
coatings for cutting tool applications, and
according
to company
CEO Daryl
Blessing, gear manufacturers who have
tried it have had great succe s.
The Laser-Cut 964 Rainbow Coating
i made up of W elements. which are
applied in a single ultra-thin layer by tile
process of physical vapor deposition. The
exact makeup of the coating i proprietary. but the end result i a Rockwell
hardness in the 92-94 range, a coefficient
of friction of .027 and coating thickness
of 65 millionth. of an inch.
Becau e of the number of elements
involved and orne special processing
steps, the coaling costs approximately
25% to 30% more than TiN. Also. the
coati ng process takes about I 0-1.2 hours,
compared to about 3-4l:lours fotTtN.

REVOW1l10NS

_

However. the combination of properties achieved allow both faster cutting
and increased tool life. Blessing says.
The coatinghas been applied to all
forms of gear cutting tools, including
hobs, shaper cutters, broaches and bevel
gear cutting blades. "Our gear manufacturing customers get as much as three 10
four times the tool life before the tool
needs resharpening," Blessing says.
Also, because !he coating is so thin, gear
manufacturers can regrind !heir tools more
times than with other types of coatings.
Blessing says. "In some cases, they've seen
as many as IOta 11 regrinds per hob."
The coating can be applied 10 most
cutting tool materials. includ:ing stainless
steel. tool steel and carbide. Coated tools
can be used 10 machine typical gear
materials, such as 4140 steel, as well as
a variety of more unusual or exotic materials such as aluminum,

titanium

or high

nickel-content steels used in aerospace
and other special applications. "You can
basically
machine any material that
you'd like," Bless.ing says.
The combination
of hardness and
lubricity also makes the coating an ideal
candidate for dry cutting, either with high
speed steel or carbide hebs, Blessing says.

Welcome to Revolutions, the column that brings you the latest
most up-to-datB Bnd essy-lo-reBd
informBtion
snd

Bbout the people

technololY

,01 the leSl

industry. Revolutions welcomes
your submissions.
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send

'hem 10 Gear Technology. P.O.
Box

1426. Elk Grove Vmale, It

,60009. fax (847) 437-66tB Dr 6omB;1
people@geartechnol'ogy.com.

If

you'd like more information' about
Bny ,01 the amcl'es that ~ppea1,
please circle the appropriate .numbel ,on the Reader Service Card.
The same combination of propenies
gives Laser-Cut 964 promise as a ,coating
for wear parts. In fact. at least one major
automotive manufacturer is using tile
coating to increase life and improve performance
of internal engine pan,
Blessing says.
Circle 251

Carbide Insert Hobbiing
DP for
example. present certain problems for gear
manliIfacturers. Such gears could have a
tooth height of 3" or more and be 40 feet in
diameter. According to Ron Scllomanfl of
LMT-Fette, the surface speed ofa convendonal high-speed steel hob has to be reduced
to almost nOlhing on such a Iar:getooth profile. "If !he gear or pinion to be machined has
a hardness of approximately 300 I':IB. ihe
machinability chart for conventional bobbing
calls for a surface speed of no more !han 10
mimin (33 feet), The corresponding spindle
revolution ana 14" diameter hob would ihen
be as low as 8 []lID. With a feed! rate of 1-1.5
rnm (.040"-,(160") and a gear face width of l
meter (40"), it is easy to imagine that the
machining time becomes aslronomically
long. We are not talIcing in tenns of hours. lt
takes many days to complete a gear ()I' pinion
of these dimension ."
Very large gears, !hose with

ibe Laser-CUI 964 R-.alnbowGaatlnglr-om Space Agel Concepts.

JAN,UI<R'YIFEBRUARV
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In order to speed up bobbing operations of large gears and pinions,engineers at Wilhelm Fette GmbH, Hamburg,
Germany, have developed a unique hob
design that uses indexable carbide
inserts. The cutter body has a precise helical path on which the tooth segments are
accurately placed. To ensure maximum
accuracy tor the tool, these segments
must be precisely machined and placed ..
For maximum rigidity, the insert seats are
arranged tangentially. On hobs for DP
5-2.5 (module 5-10), one long insert
covers the entire tooth profile. For IDP 2.4

of autorn;rlNe design c;xe
s!retched. the need arises for ever
reliobillfy
and smaller toielances. while maintaining
01 reduc·
ing !he cost per piece. Whirling is""", C<Jf1Slde!ed the
technology of ChoIce fOr combining e.cellent QUalify
With high productivity. by prociuce<$ of window lilt$.
"..""" boundO~

g"""'"

wiper ~

broke adJusters, steeling gears. etc, This
exciting process has neal Ilmilless potential for
machining threaded component>. in annealed Of
hardened material~ to tolerances previoysIy no! oossible by thread

rolling. leistritz

has also dENeIOped

a

(module I 1) and larger, a number of
inserts in staggered locations are used to
cover the profile.
According
to
Schumann, the design concept, called
leI, is a combination of the known
advantages of the bobbing process with
the performance of carbide and the economy of indexable inserts.
"Changing and regrinding large conventional hobs is very time consuming and
expensive," said Schomann. "Large hobs
don't allow the same amount of shift steps
as smaller hobs because the pitch is so big,
so the wear factor becomes more notice-

process for mochlnlngglobold
~
double erneloplng· charoctElristIcs.
101produC1s using ;crews or ~
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able. With the leI hob, the inserts that.
show the most wear can be rotated or
exchanged while the hob stays in the
machine." Other advantages to the system, Schornann mentions, include the
ability to utilize the four cutting edges
on each insert before having to replace
it; the option of using different kinds of
inserts for different operations, such as
roughing, semi-finishing or skive hobbing. This last can be important in the
manufacture of large gears and pinions
because these components can show
considerable distortion or "unwind"
after heat treating operations.
"When using an leI hob for skiving,"
said Schornann, "the grinding operation
that usually follows has a much shorter
cycle time because all of the distortion
has already been removed." The ease with
which these hobs can be repaired, which
is often impossible with conventional carbide hobs, is also an advantage .. "Hob
segments can be exchanged," said
Schema unn, "which saves the tool from
being discarded." The chief benefit of the
system, however, is speed.
Tests were carried out by one of
LMT-Fette's customers comparing the
KI hob with a conventional high-speed
steel hob. The material was steel with a
hardness of 330-375 HBn, the OD of the
gear was 35", face width wa 7" and the
DP was 2.8. Three gears were cut with
each hob and the re lilts were dramatic.
With the HSS hob, the total floor to floor
time was 349 minutes, The Ie1 hob
showed 110 insert wear after the three
gears were cut a:nd its total floorto floor
time was 79 minute . According to

with "hue"'
Conslc:ier I,I,hI~ing
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Schomenn, after the above tests were
carried out. the too] was equipped with
carbide inserts for skiving a hardened
gear of similar size, "The 60 Rc gear was
machined with 248 SFM and .160" feed
rate per table revolution,"
said
Schornann, "There was no detectable
wear on me TiN-coated carbide in en
after machiningeight gears, each with 61
teeth and a face width of 5.5 inches,
The initial cost of ICI hobs is high.

but according 10 Schomann, these 1001
become economical when you take into
account maintenance problems such as
tooth chipping. cracking or breakage;
excessive flank wear; accidents and
downtime due to sharpening. "When all
of the e factors are considered," said
Sehomana, "the use ofa hob witlJ indexable carbide inserts becomes an economical investment,"
C!irele 252
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Ma,c!hine Tool Techno'liogy
Tra~iningSurvey
The Teeling
arid Manufacturing
Association (TMA), a loeal not-for-profit
trade association
erving 1,600 plastics
and metalworking companies and suppliers in the Chicago area, asked its member
companies to rank. several educational
areas for potential entry-level employees.
The goal of the urvey was to aid school
boards and local advisory council in their
decision-making processes as related to.
manufacturing technology programs. The
educational areas designated were academics. manual machining ..CNC trai,ning
and CAD training. The respondents were
asked 10 rank each educational area in
order of preference with 1 being the mo t
important and 5 beingthe least important
attribute. TMA received 1.62 urvey
re ponse from member companie and
ix written re"ponsc .
Study Procedure. The study examines the Chicago precision metalworking
industry as agroup, as well as by individual area. This includes precision
machining, moldmaklng, diemnking and
machine building. The study also examines influencing factors such as company
size. manual. and CNC machine usc.
Results and OpiniollS. Chicago. area
metalworking companies rank manual
rnachiaing a tile mot preferred educaLion area, followed by manu a] machining/CNC
training. academics.
CNC
training and CAD training,
The survey concluded that ihe beSI
prepared students for the precision melalworking industry should have a. combination of manual machining.
CC
machining. and CAD training. Student
should enroll in math classes tressing
algebra, geometry and trigonometry,
Science classes such as physics and
chemistry are also important.
Fora copy of the complete survey,
contact the TMA Educauon Department
at (847) 825-H20. ext. 322 or e-mail
Dan Kiraly at dkirol},@tmanel.com.
Circle .253
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powdered metal-is an M&M GRS-2 Double Flank
Gear Roller System with iPC/'Nindowse-based
analysis software.
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I .. nliin UII"'I U UIII'P. Performtolal
compOSite, looth-Io-tooth, runoul and! nick or burr
testing in seconds with the push of a bunon. Your
machine tool or cell operator can determine gear
quality and monitor manufacturing processes with
very little training.
In IIPI._IUI nl IlIlnlc nnlts clearly
displayed on the monitor or printed on standard paper.
For easy interface with spe software, test results can
be saved aulomaHcally in database formal. .And M&M
compOSite roll testers, like all M&M functional gages,
have a track record 01proven reliability and virtually
maintenance-free service.
W. aUI... IU!UPI. Please call (937) 859-8273
or fax (937) 859-4452. E-mail info@mmprecisioncom
and visit us on the web at WIY'N.mmprecision.com .
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maintenance
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Low Vibration Design on
A Helical Gear Plair
Prlofessor Dr.. IEngl, Kivohik,o Umezawa
elical gear pairs with narrow face width
can be theoretically classified into three
categories over the contact ratio domain
whose abscissa is the transverse contact
ratio and whose ordinate Is the overlap contact.
ratio. There is a direct relation between vibration
magnitude and shaft parallelism deviation. To clarify the effect of the tooth deviation types on the
vibration behavior of helical gear pans, performance diagrams on vibration are introduced. The
acceleration levels of gear pairs are shown by contour lines on the contact ratio domain, Finally the
performance of gears with bias-in and bias-out
modifications is discussed considering the effect of
the shaft parallelism d...viation with lise of the
developed simulator all a.. helical gear unit. n
becomes clear that there is an asymmetrical feature
on the relation between the vibration magnitude of
a gear pair and the direction of each deviation.

The Helix Angle and

Transmission

tile

Behaviors of,a Driven Gear. The author numerically solved the deflections of a thick plate with
finite width (Ref. 15) and a rack shaped cantilever
(Ref. 16) under a concentrated load (as shown by
Olsson in Ref. 1) by using the finite difference
method. Furthermore, the lead distribution along
the line of contact and the compliance of a helical
gear tooth pair from the start of meshing to the
end of meshing have been revealed (Ref. 17-19),
When the face width is constant, i.e. three
times the whole. depth, the relation between the
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behaviors of the driven gear and the helix angle w.ilh b:1h'" 3.0.
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helix angle and the calculated behaviors of the
driven gear under loading is shown in Figure I,
These results are analyzed assumingthat the 1'10[mal pitch P 111' norrnalized with the whole depth, is
0.6. Then the whole contact ratio is calculated for
each helix angle. The overlap ratio is calculated
from this whole contact ratio and the assumption
that the transverse contact ratio is sa'" 1.4. This
contact ratio wa calculated for a spur gear pair
when the normal pitch Pin is .0.6
When the helix angle is 14° (Figure la), the
sum of the transverse and overlap contact ratio is
smaller than 2, Therefore, this parr of gears transmits load alternately with one pair and with two
pairs of mating teeth. The load sharing ratio for
this pair of gear varies more smoothly than that
of spur gears. But sometimes knobs appear on
this curve when the meshing condition transits
from one pair meshing to two pairs meshing.
When the helix.angle is 2.0.0or 300 (as shown in
Figures lc and ld), the total contact ratio is over 2.
The gears alternately transmit load wilh two and
three mating pairs of gear teeth, the load sharing ratio
varying smoothly. The behavior of the driven gear, or
the transmission error, also vanes smoothly.
Especially when the helix angle is 30",the overlap
contact ratio is over 1.0 and the behavior changes
very smoothly with little fluctuation as shown,

Three Categories of a parall£t axes gear pair.
Theoretical and experimental studies all static
meshing behavior under load have proven that a
power transmission parallel gear pair can be classified into three categories on the contact ratio
domain based on its facility for reducing vibration as shown Figure 2.
Vibration Magnitude and
Shaft Parallelism
The relation between vibration and parallelism
of axes was investigated for three kinds of helical
gear pairs classified into three categories. Two
kinds of shaft misalignment were implemented,
in-plane and out-of-plane deviation. For realizing
the out-of-plane or the in-plane parallelism, the
pedestal of the driving gear shaft was tipped in
the vertical plane or in the horizontal plane,

respectively.

The vibration

accelerometers

attached

I:>y two

was measured
directly

to the driven

gear blank surface.

Dimens.wns of test gears and test apparatus ..
to belong to each

Test gear pairs were designed
category

classified

Hl, H2, H3 and

and are named

1.0

over the contact ratio domain,
OJ""

H4 as sh wn in

.9

~

Figure 2. lDimen ions of each gear pair are displayed

in Table
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by the MAAG 3D-BC

about BreSS, and finished
Gear Grinder.

1:1.

I. All test gears were hardened

0

0.5

Tooth profile and tooth traces are

made with as little deviations

as pes ible.

Shaft misalignment set up.
was created by placing everal

Shaft mi alignment
thickness

gages on

the surface of the ba e plate or on it side s urface
or in-plane deviation

for the out-of-plane
Thickness
angular

gages of

(Fig. 3).

l 0-3

rad. The amount

Fig. 2-Classijication

of the cut-of-

plane and the in-plane

deviation

wi.th two dial indicators.

Gear shaft misalignment

Gear pair

and trailing

Influence of the out-of·phn.e deviation. The

and

speed

out-of-plane

vibration

re ponse vs.

for

deviation

the gear

When

gear

4
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occurrence

Woen the error
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Overlap contact ratio

0.91

j

1

0.58

-

,Drivtn

Gear

Dnving
Gear

increases

response

I

the

the rotational

and the in-plane

ofa helical gear pair wa developed.
diagrams

high.

between

Fig. 3-Shaft misaligllmerlt setup..

to :Ollm,
resonance,

deviat.on

shown

trailing side, the vibrationof
bythe
harmonic

level become

resonance

the vibration

a inflllenced

this gear pair is not

error. With an error on the lead-

ing side, the acceleration

peaks

behavior

of

as with the out-of-plane

Performance

high. and
appear.

the pair

is not

deviation.

a simulator

of tooth deviations

forthe

by contour

with

lines

Dr; ~iyo'hiko

Performance

acceleration

levels

on the contact

ratio

Theoretical Anlllysis on the Vibration
of 8. Helical 'Gear

Model 0/ motion~ Considered along the line of
of a helical pair; imaging at the center line of

action

the pLane of action, the rotational motion of a power
transmitting helical gear pair can be treated

.35

a sin-

gle degree of freedom system similar to the case of a

spur gear pair, i.e.,1he tooth is treated as a spri~g and
the gear blank as a mass, by the following equation.

D.iagrams on Vibratiol!ll

To clarify the influence

on vibration

domain are included.
is

shown in Pigure 5. In the case of an error on the

vibration,

0

1.57

1.4

increase in

levels becomes

gear pair H3, the relation

However,

=r:~

speed,

Influ.e.nce of ,the in-pl(me d.e"iation~ For

higher

25

exists at

a. lower

shifts towards

and the acceleration

influenced

I

--0.17

when. an error of 14.J!ID exists on the

peak appear al the higher harmonic

vibration

-

20

Transverse contact ratio

at about 2700

lraJlin,g side. there is no remarkable
vibration.

1

JO

pairs without deviation.

13J,Lmedge to edge deviation

the lead ing side, the peak appears

However,

H4

H3

3.5

rpm, which is ascribed to the second hannonic
resonance. As the error increases to 29J,Lm,.aeceleration increases over the whole speed range and

the peak

I

umber of teeth

N2, the peak cannot be rec-

the gear pairs Hland
ognized for these

H2

I

annal module

Addendum modification coefficient

in the cases of

e. with the speed. Bei ng observed

gear pairs.

I

HI

I

face width (mm)

increas-

by "no error"), acceleration

test

Pressure angle (deg)

pair

H3 is shown in Figure 4. With proper alignment
(as indicated

of

~-

side bearings.
relation between rotational

2.0

.ea

of parallel pairs.

Table· I-Dimensions

was measured

for both the leading

was introduced

1.5
Transverse contact. ratio

1.0

mm were used a nd the

realized were about 05x10-3

deviation

rad and I.Ix

0.1.-0.4

.0111

rotational vibration

M~DA+K

(t,O)=W+F(t,3)

(1)
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All .the tnstina« he used his
expertise in gear design ..
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Where

100

,0 is the relative

displacement

line of action, M is the equivalent
lleodi - InIil
I ~
-e (to tho lrtlilipg <ide)
~
+e (10 the l.. dUlg .idel

along the

inertial mass of

the gear pair on the line of action, D is the damp-

K (t,o) is the mesh stiffness of the

ing coefficient,

gear pair; W is the static transmitting
Tcrque

50

ification or deviations

Dimensionless
equation

1.0
Tooth mesh frequency

0.5

Fig. 4-The .!'elation between the rotationa]
(83) (Influence of the out-of.pl:ane).

into the non dimensional

I.S

vibration

and rotational

speed

WhereK('t,x)=Kj(t,o)lKi,

of a helical

stiffness
the

100

G....
.

-

§

~l

m

of

,{O"

tile

pair, X=oJos is the

relative

~147N!J1

(hereafter

~

«

= W/K

is

is the dimensionless

exciting

time. When !he

flf~

by the parameter

referred to as only "speed"), the nondi-

mensional

]

Os

displacement,

=N.(t)IM is the natural frequency of

gear speed is represented
50

is the dimensionless

a pair, and 't=~{O" is dimensionless

In;Plane

}
.""Ie"

mean

function,

mean

gear

relative displacement,

1jl('f,X)=F(t,S)lW

-e (to the lrtliling sid.)
+e (to tho loading .id<o)

-

form,

kfu

dimensionless

Ilo~-

motion

RPM

Speed

0

The

in Eq. 0) can be

3000

2000

1000

e(Y).

acceleration.

of a pair expressed

transformed
0

load, and

F(t,o) is the exciting force caused by profile mod-

141 Nm

vibrational

equation

(Eq, 2) is solved

by the use of equations shown i.n Figure 6.
Furthermore
is expressed
0

2000

1000
0.5

3000
1.5

1.0
Tooth mesh u.q\!tney

:t

acceleration

x = o/(WIM).

RPM

Speed
0

the dimensionless

as follows,

kfu

Fig. S-"':Therelation
between the rot9tiona~vibr8tion
(H3) (Influence of the in-plane deviation).

and rotational

speed

The value of the dimensionless
cates the performance

acceleration

iIl(ii-

of the pair related to vibration

in RMS value of acceleration. This value is hereafter
called
Input: Dlmenslcns of helical
gear pair and errors

level,"

which

is obtained

For solving the rotational vibration of a helical
I errors on the line of lI.ction '

position ,of contact line on the plane .of actl.on

Elfect function of deflection Kb

vibration

The Developed SimuJator

Calculate

I

"the

uniquely at each point on the contact ratio domain.

gear pair with narrow face width. a simulator was
developed whose flow chart is expressed ill Figure 6.
It was developed especially for calculating the influence .of tooth surface deviation, The input values
required are only the dimensions of a helical. gear
pair, the distribution of deviations over the tooth. face
and the drivillg speed.

Effect function .of approach K<

I

The simulator
dW.

solves the differential

wit:i1 the Runge-Kutta-Gill

d~

the vibration

method

equation

and outputs

of the pair as either a wave form as

shown in Figure 7, or a root-mean-square

II ~. -~--

~- --~--

-----.

acceleration

I

as shown in Figure 8.

VeriflCatiOiI by Experimelils.
Acceleration

_1

L--

O_ut.!;..p_ut_:
A_cc_e_le_Ia_ti_on_·_--"

Calculated
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of the developed
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simulator

on rotationaJri.bration

and

experimental

results under the 98 Nm of torque,

at rotational,

speeds from 800 rpm to 2000 rpm,

are shown in Figure 7. The gear pair has a normal
module of 3.5, 30 teeth each, 20° pressure

Fig. 6---FJow chart
belical parr.,

value of

,of a

angle.

10 mm face width, and a 30° helix. angle with a
lO~

convex slope deviational.

tip-side.

Agreement

between the calculated
and experimental

the simulator

about the waveform,

especiatly

re: uhs from

results

is good

the change

X:PERIMENT

CALCULATION

in the

numbers of vibration cycles within one tooth
meshing period T:.atlldabout
the behavior of
amplitude

as th.e rotational

The relation

speed is increased.

between

vibration

RMS value and rotation

amplitude

in

peed is shown in Figure

8. This was developed

u ing a good quali~,.. pair
under 3~.lfn. and whose dimensions are the . arne as tho e in Figure 7 except for

with deviations

the 25mm :face width.

Nature ~/ dimensinnkss
shows

the stiffness

stijJness. Figure 9
mi.'

1:~

along the line of

behaviors

action Kj (t,S) of two helicafpairs,

(a) and (b), 'These

are plotted at the same position on the contact ratio
domain (black dot in the lower left figure).
Apparently stiffness behavior is different, especially with respect to the mean value of stiffness
Ki.mean'

.100[JPllW

.

K('t,X),

divided bylhe

in.

which

the actual

2000 rpm

""",~",
so
I .,.

is

stiffm:ss

.,

o

..,

l

·so··

.

I

J -"

.

-I

-1-::-'1.
.T "
•

:"°I;r;I'-

shown Figure 9(c) from the viewpoint of how to

2000tpm

~~tl

...

_I. 'I· '."

.S()

-'r1

""s'

o .

mean value of stiffne s, is the same

z

yntbe ize the performance
because

of helical gear pairs
among the first order
of each dimensionless stiffness

·100

II-;!
z

However. the behavior of the diInensionless

stiffness

1500 rpm

lSOO",m

the difference

fourier coefficients
are within
belonging

10 percent

deviation

on each

pair

at ihe identical point on the contact ratio

domain, The differences

of the higher order Fourier

coefficients

arne level. amplitude,

are oflhe

and

F4l. 7-Verification

by experiments

Per/ormo,ncediDgrams
The produced

on a non-error pail'.

performance

diagrams

their values are smaller by one t1tird than coefficients of the first.

a low value ofO.2[

Performollce diagrams on Il.i"ration~0/ helical
gears. At each operating. peed and under each

val of vibration

deviation

speed the vibration

condition.

the

vibration

in the contact ratio domain,
contact

levels

by the simulator

were

where the transverse

ratio (ab cissa) was set at 8 points from

].0 to 2.0 and the overlap ratio (ordinate)
10 points

from

solved vibration

0.2

to 2.3.

was at

Oonsequently,

levels were expressed

the

as contour

seven kinds
with crowned
respectively,

diagram

were

of pairs: the
tooth
pressure

110

produced

or. the

error pair. the pair

face, and the pairs having.
angle (prnflle

adjacent

level. Generally,

level becomes

contour
at ea.ch

mall accord-

in overlap contact ratio, except
speed ~/!,j = 0.49) and the

for the 2nd resonance
high speed region ..

AI tow speed

if;,lin<i:. 0,35).

ence in the vibration

There is no differ-

level of pairs belonging

in

this area by the scale 0.025. Clearly. choosing

an

ratio over

].0 lowersthe

vibration

of a

helical gear pair.

Acco,u.nted deviatl'(ms .and modifications.
Performance

from

to a high value 0.98. The inter-

lines is a 0.025 vibration

overlap

lines on the contact ratio domam,

on a pair

!,/in changing

level between

ing to an increase

al 80 point

of the

driving gear have ideally no error for calculation.

having no err-Of at each speed

solved numerically

on the ,changing speed.

an teeth

every tooth in the gear. Therefore

tope devia-

At middle .speed (0.35 <fzlf"S. 0.7) .. Inthe
~<l.O,lhe

area

vibration level. decreases when the trans-

verse contact mtioEo.=2.0.

The contour lines trace

along the band which is 4S degrees to each. coordi-

Ey is 2. I, When

tion in ISO). convex. profile, concave profile. lead

nate and where the total contact ratio

and pitch deviations,

designing a low vibration helical gear pair, the pair

facturing
mance

which are similar

and assembling
diagrams

gear units, The perfor-

calculated

that the relative deviations

under

gear teeth,

the condition

between meshing. dri-

ving and driven teeth are gathered
only driven

in manu-

apparently

which. have ideally

to
th.e

arne figure and the arne amount of deviaticr s for

should be categorized

:into the upper side of this

bank. On the middle speed. the vibration of a helical
gear pair can be reduced by setting its total ratio over
2,1. The diagram. off/i,,= 0.49 showed complicated and dense oontour lines because f/!"= 0.49 is

near

the

a= harmonic

resonance speed.
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At high speed (0.7<1/1,,$1.0).
Ep<J .0, the vibration le...d becomes
ci.ally

a transverse

around

In !he area

contact ratio E't

large, espe-

vibration

contact

ratio

of

E.=1.5-1.6. It then decreases around Eu=2,Q,
In the area of Ep > 1,0. where vibration is weak
at low and middle speeds, the vibration

strength-

=

ens ill the area of ,e~ 1.3 and ta= 15. Moreover,
a strong vibration area extends around the total
T""I!>C .47

... """""..

IColOllI"iQll .

0
1()[1lI

0

2000

301~

Speed

~

rpm

Tooth

Fig. 3- Verification

by experiments

m es h

f

uen

en rotational

,.
I.S

1.0

U.$

kH,

vibration (rms) vs, speed •.

~----------~

This indicates
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The performance

become

mSo.).

the

(0

degrees to each coordinate.
'tact ratio is constant. The vibration does not
increase much in the area of 'E~>l.O, almost
S of the deviation ..This feature

stood becau e the pi!tch deviation
the same on every other
100

Line of action

other

tooth,

effect

of

0

pitch deviation.

doIennin«!
by MOOlLle.
Numb<> of ...m.
FitCeWidilb.

Pressure illlgj~'~
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o4.L-----------~-Helix w,lc.
dcp!h.
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esc;

the total con-

contour

line

generally

den er than tho e at the middle

of pitch

become

peed. Therefore,

the vibration of a pair increases ever all the area in

I

0.5

the contact ratio domain.
On the pair having a convex profile. the vlbra-

;.:

2Jl

Increasing

the influence

little

increasing

OIl

diagram.lhe

=ii
]

having

vibration.
AI higll' speed Cf/ln= 0.98). In the high peed

((') "'I. V
A pair

'the load I

area of every

apparently

tact ratio of a pair weakens
deviation

loH~t-------------~

therefore.

is under-

is assumed 'to be

tooth,

always Iran mined by the projecting

Fig. 9- The nature

in

the direction. 45
at which the total con-

parallel

~

(:ontacl raric

on

=

on pitch error (single pitch deviation

regardle

1.0 l'mnsverse

diagrams

vibration were drawn at tiJe peeds Ilfn= 0.63 and
f If!l= 0.98. Each diagram was calculated with every
toolh on tile dnvengear having the same deviation.
and the nondirnensional deviation was 1.0. The maximum deviation is set to be !.he same as the mean
deformation produced by the transmitting load,
At middle speed' (f lill
0.63). In !he diagram

..
bl

!.hat the

lines become dense and high at Ilf"=0.98
because il. i near to the re onance speed.
Per!omullu:e dio,grams O.R a pair having each

contour line

~

2,9-3.0.

ollly by the behavior of the stiffness of a pair in
Eq. 2. Therefore, the performance
diagram al
1/1. =0.91 is very similar to the equi-arnplitude
contours of first order component of the Fourier
serie of tiff ness, It is reasonable that the contour

Idnd

Exponmonl --

=

of a pair having no error is determined

es in the area of Ea< [,4 . .oil the area of

I tion increa
0

of stiffness of the ipair having the same contact ratio.

and E~ > 1.2, the vibration level
decreases because the convex profile works as a

Ea.= 1.4-1.6

profile modification.

profile, over the
the vibration level
increa e in comparison
withlhe
pair with no
error. It i also especially large in the area {Ea'
E~}=( 1.5, m .5). where the vibration of the pair havinglbe other deviations is small,
On the pair having a concave

entire contact

ratio domain,

On the pair having a lead error (helix deviation
in

[SO),. the

vibration

level increases

around

Ect

=

1.5 and also in several regions over E~>I.O where
the vibration is usually low. The nature is different

from one of a pressure angle error, although the lead
deviation
U-"",rbeamj

Fig. lO-Measurement
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points of laser Dopplervel:ocimeter.

and pressure

angle deviation

look the

same a the projecting deviation at the beginning of

the mesh process. However, they work differently

alongthe line of contact of a helical gear and cause
vibration,
Whe.11 the tooth. surface is crowned. vibration
in the range of .e1J~1.0 decreases in comparison

whirls along a. thin, elliptic locus with the mesh frequency. The major axis of this ellipse is not parallel
10 the line of action. Atlhe bearing position. where
the motion should be interpolated from the resulu of
both sides, a. low amplitude vibration exists, suggesting that the bearing positions are not contrained as . imply upponed pivot. The modal
behavior is also unique to an individual gear-shaftbearing assembly regardless of driving/driven conditions. Di placement of the pinion snail. at tihe IiI'
ring side bearing is a liittle larger than at other bearing positions. This might be an individual feature of
each bearing. Althoughlhe shafts are vibrating in an
interesting manner, the gear itself is supposed 10
move in the direction of the line of action if we
assume the vibration of the gear center by interpolating with outer vibration.
The simlliotor .0/ 12-degree-o/~freedom. To predict the vibration behaviors of helical gears as
shown in Figure ]4, the aulhor proposes a 12degree-of-freedom dynamic model that includes
rotationaltransverse,
tilting, and axial motions. A
gear is assumed to be a rigid body which can be
vibrating ill six direction in terms of equivalent.
sriffnessand effective masses including the dynamic properties of gear, shafts and bearings. Tooth
meshing springs of two coupled gears are modeled
as two parallel springs that vary temporally with a
certain phase relationship due to the helix angle.
ViblCalion ana~ysis.. Figure 12 shows that transverse vibration can be expressed by dynamic
behaviors in the x and y directions. ROlational
vibration can be expressed in the (J_ direction.

with the pair with no error.

The simulator can depict vibration levels and
waveform behavior precisely, The performance diagrams depicted the .influence of deviation and operating speed on the vibration level of a pair ill the
contact ratio domain. Using these diagrams, a
designer can select the be t dimen ions to lower the
vibration of a newly designed gear 10 the lowest
vibration or influence area by the 'Use of deviations.
Also. when an engineer has to improve a noisy gear ..
he can choose the most effective improvement by
crossing to the contour line of the diagrams.
Bias ModUication
Finally, bias-in and bias-out modifications are
discussed as they relate to shaft parallelism deviation with theuse of the simulator on a helical gear
unit (Ref. 23).
Among gear vibrarioas, rotational vibration is
the most important. It can be approximated with a
single-degree-of-freedom
model. However, the
effect ofthethru t force from the helix angle of a
helical gear complicates the vibration of a gear
unit. To farther reduce v.ibration, it is important to
reveal the actual modal behaviors of the gear
vibrations in every direction as wei] as the vibrations of the shafts.
The vibration of a belicalgear unit as shown in
Figure 10 with various gear ratio. has been investigated. The dynamic response of transverse, rot lional, tilting and axjalvibralions
of helical gear are
measured by acceleration pick-ups mounted on the
gear blank, Modal behavior is interpreted based on a
modulation scheme due to shaft rotation. The modes
of shafts and gean; are measured precisely vtith a
laser Doppler velocimeter. Then the simulation on a
dynamic model, including transverse, rotational. lilting, and axial vibrations, i developed
Modal Belunior. The locus of the transverse
motion of the gears and gear shafts, measured with a
laser Doppler velocimeter at resonance, are pre ented
as q and Q in Figure I ~. Cilrde marks are the points of
instantaneous displacement when the rotation of the
gear is Ilell that the paration of the gears is the
greatest .along the line of action. Triangles are the
spots of the opposite condition. Arrows indicate the
direction of motion. Additionally, tilting motion of the
gear is pres.ented ·Ihrol.lgh the differentiation 0 ~two
rneasurementsat both shouIde ( and V in figure
13) of the gear body.
Regardless ofihe ratio. the shaft of the bigger
gear vibrates with an S- baped mode. Each part

!
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Fig. H-Modal representation of the gear sy tern b}' means of laser Doppler
measurement, Gear ratio .3:4.
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Tilting vibration can be expre sed iII the OJ:and 9y
directions. and axial vibration can be expressed in
the z direction. In each direction. the equivalent
stiffness and effective mas are determined by the
gear, shaft,. and bearings ..
An-,gu]ar displacement in me rotational direction 9~ is expre sed in 'term of tangential displacement .along the ba e circle as w = r/lt •
Angular displacementsin thetilting directions Ox
and 6y are also expressed aIIong the base circle as

=

.u
r89~, v= riJ~. The equations of motion can
be expressed in tile matrix equation
Flg. 12-Vibratiol1.

model of hel.ical gears.

Where

Simulation

Fig. 13- The verifi.catlon of the developed 12·DOF vibration simulator of a
helical gear sy tern by experiment. mod und r incn:asing 4:3, about .2460 Hz.

1,51 is a. vector of displacements

as

[m] is a. mass matrix, [D] is a damping malrix,and
(k] is a stiffness matrix.
To verifylh
imulator with the u e of the propo ed formulation, experiments were performed
for different ratios. Tile results agreed with fhe
calculations ( ee Figure 13). The mode at resonancepeed was found to be f~ = 2460 Hz when
the gear ratio i. 4:3.
The perjomwI,ce of (J bias-modified helical
gear pair.. To decrease vibra.tion, bias modification is
often applied 10 the tooth surface, There are two
methods in bias modification, bias-in and bias-out
(see Figure 14). II IS not clear which modification is
better.
Using the vibration simulator of a 12-degree~offreedom helical gear unit. !he relationship between
the performance of vibration level and misalignment
is discussed on !he bias-in and We bias-out modified
helical gear pairs. These pairs nave a high tota] contact. ratioe = 3.81 [usually used in automobile transmissions) to realize low vibration level, Thegea:r
data is: .zl and

h '"52. m,,;;;;; 2.0, a=20°

and ~o = 30°,

face w:idth 30 mm and load 133 N/mm..

Fig. 14--.Bias..(lutandi
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Bias-in modification.

Misalignment is defined as positive when the
axis incline to the leading ide bearing. On the
bias-out modification
with misalignment
from
-lOjl to lOjlm. arnplitide factor contour maps
have been developed in which the abscissa is the
dimen ionles modification length bi p, and the
ordinate is the bias modification
hbLJ,lm] (see
Figure 14).
The contour Lines in the maps show a ratio of
rotational vibration to that of a non-modified helical gear pair at the resonance speed. The Lnfluence
of the amount ofbias-out modification and modification length on vibration can be obtained using

the contour lines on each amplitude factor contour
map. The influence of misali:gnment on vibration
is realized by comparing the maps to each other.
Conclusion
The propo ed classification of a parallel gear
pair and contact ratio domain are verified to be
useful in the design of a quiet gear pair:
Our re earch has shown that there is an asymmetrical relationship between vibration magnitude and the direction of'each deviation (see
Figures 4 and 5). For further noise reduction, Ille
effects of shaft. bearing and gear-box on vibration
are of great importance,
Finallythere is no new knowledge on how to
design a quiet parallel. gear. However, it is clear
that surface deviation, as well as the direction of
that deviation, can affect the vibration level of a
gear pair. Gear engineers should. see thac their
products tum ill the right direction. They are very
similar men who walk step by step' carefully the
narrow ridge between high mountains. 0
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MILLENlNIUH DunDon "
"There is definitely a shrinking oJ
demand lor g.e8'S due to innovetiens and substitutions to rep/ace
gears. There are new dri've techniques, for instance. You will see
in a few years gear bobbing
machines
whlclt manufacture
gears but which do not have anv
gears
within
the machines.
Conventional hobbing machines
used to beve more than 150 gears
between the spindle drive of the
cutter or t.he hob and the table,
and today, if you count 5 to 10, this
is the maximum, and it goes this
way that one day there will be
pmbably nons. It is happening in
the wilDie machine tool industry.
Direct drives and the substitutio»
of gear reducers due to more flexible drive systems. "
-Peter Kozma, President. Liebherr
Gear Technology, Inc.

Gear Manufacturing
Past, Present & Future
Charles !MI. Cooper '& William R. St'oft

m

oughly

seem mundane

the gear shaping machine.

sometimes

compared

to the differential

gearhobber

it helps to put things in perspective,

industries,

came at around the same time. Gear manufacturing •. like most
has seen more change in the 20th Century than it has in all our previous his-

tory. But these changes

didn't. take place in a vacuum, They've

enced and driven by industry, war, politics and consumer

been affected,

Our Recent History
biles," says Peter Kozrnapresidem
part which goes into an automatic
standard

had to be developed,

Is it

of Liebherr
assembly

and standards

to the standard

Gear Technology.

Therefore,

such (hat every supplier could make the

and that they would

fit into

this mass production

any wonder, then, that only eight years after Henry Ford introduced
Gear Manufacturers

Association

1!ID1-

, Lees-Bradner
produces its
first successfulgear
machine, the
No.5 Gsar
Generator.

I

'910Berber Colman
ships its first
hobbing machine,
e No. 12 model

1908Ford began producing the Model T using an assembly
line. "The introduction of the automobile had s far-reaching effect upon the machine tool industry and machine
toof design. The demand for high-grade materials capable af withstanding shacks and stresses of high·speed
cars, made it necessary 10 design machine rools capable
of working the metals at ecomonical speeds and feeds.
These demands. in tum, showed weaknesses in
machine tool design and construction For
example, it showed that cast·iron
gears were entirely inadequate
J'n manv cases. " - Machinery,
September 1975.

envihi

was formed?
1918Maag grinding
machines with saucer·
shaped wheels are
introduced. "This
invention was important .becausa it provid·
ed the first automatic
compensation for the
wear of the grinding
wheel, making it the
first and most famous
automatic control sys·

tem in the macl1ine

toof history. "- from
Development of Gear
Technol.oQY and Theory
of Gearing,
by Faydor Lirvin.
!

.2&

of automo-

Saline, MI. "Each

line has to be exchangeable.

1906Gould & Eberllardt produces
its first gear hobbing machine.

~

influ-

demand.

"For sure, the biggest driver of change has been the mass production

1908'Max Maag d6V8lops the geometry of
nonstandard involute spur and helical
gears using rack· type cutters.

1900Invention of the
paperclip.

or

and the fact

is, these inventions

Model T, the American

1896Invention
of the Fellows
GearShaper.

achusens,

the safety razor and the typewriter.

While these inventions

ronment.'

Robert Hermann Pfauter invents the
first gear machine capable of cut·
tinq roth spur and helical gears.
This machine included a horizontal
workspindle on vsrtical ways, 8 hob
swivel, and a hob carriage feed
along horizontal ways .along the
bad of the machine. The hOD fBed
was .accomplished manualty with a
crank on the end of a feed screw.

Ma

i.~ven.te~ and.:r.ec~ive._dthe first U.. S. p~tent for~. paper clip. At about the.same
tune, Ins fellow inventors were coming up WIth such marvels as the zipper,

gears according

'891-

J, Bra nan of Springfield,

100 years ago, Cornelius

'9'4-'918Wor/dWarl.

1916AGMA Founded.
1916Gleason invents
a process for
generating spiral
bevel gears.

Gary Kimmet, Vice Pre ident of Worldwide Sales for the Gleason Corporation,
points to tlte [970s oil embargo as having a big effect 00 gear manufacturers. It forced
us to look at the fuell economy of our vehicles, and we saw a shift to smaller, ftoruwheel. drive cars and away from rear-wheel :trivegas guzzle . For Gleason, thi m ant
a significant decrease in the demand for 1lU' spiral bevel gears that drive rear axle differential . But increased con umer demand far port utility and 4-wheel drive vehicles
reversed this trend in the early 1980s, Kimmet says.
Ecoaomicfaetors have certainly played :II big role in ihe change the gear industry has
een, ln fact, the most important factor could be urnmed up in one word, says Bill
Maple • marketing manager for Star Cutter Company. "Globalization," Maples says,
pointing [Q the number of international corporate :melllersand the number of major maaufacturing companie moving their production location. outside the United Slate .
Joe Arvin. pre idem of Arrow Gear Company. agrees. "The U.S. used 10 be able to
sell becau e omewhere in the world they would buy our products." But in th- 1970 ,
he say, foreign competition, particularly from Japan, began to challenge the ability of
American compa.nie to selJ their products not only abroad, but at home as well. "They
used to laugh at the Japane e products. It wasn't until the 80s thal they realized what
was going on," Arvin says.
A big factor io today's gear industry is the concern for the environment. "The
change . ill environmental requirement will .definitely have an impact on the gear
indusoy,"ay
Liebherr' Kozma, We're seeing an increased demand for alternative
·ene:lID' ourees, ueh as wind turbine • he DjS. "Environment al 0 mean to eliminate
waste," Kozma ay. 'That means. to increase efficiency, and this will al 0 require
tran missions in a different quality etas ,"
The demand for energy saving, higher efficiency and increased power density have
been the driver of more and better gears as well a more economical way of manufacturing them, says Dr. Hermann Stadtfeld, Vice President of Research and
Development at Gleason Corporation. The e demands have resulted in the <i-speed
AG~

.",.,,'-

iUiishss its first g8iIf

'123 -'The

rating SI1nlant

Less Brudnsr dsvsfops rhe No.
10 Gear Tooth GrirdBt 'Of
grinding gears after hardening,

'919-

Barber Colman develops the
No, :1 Hob ShBf(J8ning
machine,
-

,

Lses
Bradner
riBvs/gps ItS

~rorarygesf
finisher. •
wfllchplGneemdthe

altofflaar
shavmg:

Illes will be forced to modernize tile

and

equipment

updale the technolo-

gles. Tho demand for gears will go

down further. Tire typical example is
the CVT gear box using /essgears
than a standard 5-spoed goal box ."
-Diether

KlingeJnbe.rg, Chairman of

the Board,

Klillgelnberg-Oerlikoll

Geartec Vertrie.bs Gmb.H.
"Gear makers ill d;ffef(mr parts of
the

world must learn

another.

European

one

from

gear

,

makers

wh.o ImderSl8nd

me technology

bel-

ter because they call go to school
for it and apprentice

in

it. The

U.S

must cancentrste on bertor educatillg its skilled workers."

-George

Wyss,

President

of

Reishatlor Corporatioll

'1131-

Rotsry f}8l1f shaving
'---i''--.... introduced by NstiOllBIBrosch.
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EmS1 Wildhabst
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gearlngst _

D8V1dBrown
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Radican worm
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chedred gsar
invoIutB flT1/iI9

wrltoolh-to-

I

have a larger base of skilled people

'113-

Carl Matrr devs'(]JJ$
tfJB 'NYJrld'S first milt/futs PfUfile testBf with
varlabls adjuStm6nt of
the
. Clttlll,
fllZ2N,r;OIIBI Brosch
Lses~
bBginsselllf'l9

Gleason~s.
I

tooth stJiICing;

,szsUS:
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W

gear industry. The remailliflg compa-

dsmand frrr hi~h-performallC8 spiral bevel gears Q~ at the l?eginning a~ rh,IS cent!'ryss bevel gssrstJe.gsn :to PI fit·
ted In ths {JOWBred rear axles of .llutIJmol!t7es The mventor Heinrich Schlcht started to WDI'k I/J thiS field In
1!Xl7 In DBCBmOer 1921 hs finally patented the Simple' method to prodUC8 spiml bevel gears using 19 helical
hob Kfingelnberg took over the patent anrJ em{}lo~ IIrs inventor Schichl .thus laying the foundatlOil fOt his
panfs start in bevel gsa' hobbing t9c;hnalogyThe first (18l1oid hobb1i1Umadiines weI'S built from 1923
onwanis, "-.4ndrBas Mootag, markstmg· SSMces, KlingeLnberg-Oerlikun Geart8C Vsrtriebs GmbH. PicturBd et
left IS th!l 1923 Klingelnberg R050 Umvsrsal Spnl Bevel Gear GflflerBttl19 Machine.
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"The basic trend will continue, and
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"We are ready for the challenges of
the 21st C,entllry, Peoole are saying
tllat tile old-timers are leaving and
the young upstarts don't know anything, and that's not true. Youdon 'I
have to have the old school crafts'lien

with the comptUerized

ma-

chines. We're better equipped ill the
U.S. than we were. The problem is
being able to combat foreign

com-

petition, "

-Joe

Arvin, President. Arrow Gear

"I tllink

that aile of tile biggest

things that forced change ill the
United States is the influence of the
Japanese manufacturing culture as
it was perceived here. Its not that it
was better. but it was truly perceived as being better. It revolutionized tile "'inking in tile automobile
industry, and accelerated

changes

through improvements. "
-Bill Maples, Marketing Manager,
Star Cutter Co.

manual automobile transmission, and the 5-speed. automatic. he says.
Another big influence on the gear industry has been the emergence of computers
and computing technology. Computers have allowed the development of tooth contact
analysis. CNC controls, computer aided design and advanced metrology techniques,
all of which continue to have a huge impact on the way gears are made.
The 1\Jm of the MiUennium
Today's gear industry is clearly very different from the gear industry of any other
time. Machining gears out of metal was dearly the most common method WO years
ago. Today, this method of choice is being challenged by a far wider choice of materials-s-including, most notably, plastics and powder metals-and
methods-.induding
casting, forging, molding, grinding, EDM. stamping. sintering, fineblanking.laserand
waterjet cutting. This is to ay nothing of the choice we have today for improving a
gear after it's initially formed, induding the multitude of heat treating methods, coatings and finish machining processes.
"I think the industry is reinventing itself to adapt to the changes in technology,"
says Star Cutter's Bill Maples.
All of today's choices require the gear expert to obtain more and more education. 'The
gear industry requires a lot of technical skills to do a good job," says Gary Kimmet of
Gleason, "J:t demands an ever-increasing movement in those technical skills. There is a continuing difficulty of having enough people who understand gears technically-how to design
!hem so they are strong and quiet, and how to manufacturethem,"
"\\'e don't. see an. overwhelming desire to go into the gear industry." Maples says.
Parents would rather encourage their children to go into computers, medicine or law. he
says. A career in manufacturing is not seen as one with. promise. The AGMA has recently produced. a video to promote the gear industry to young people deciding 011 a career
path. The video is intended for high school and college guidance counselors, and according to Maples, it's the type of prom orion tile gear industry needs to do more of.
On the shop floor, at least, some see increases in machine tool technology as a way
t95517W introduces rhe Spiroidgear drivs.

1954Dar/e
Dudley
publishes
7!151b Powder metal is first
used for gears,
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Gleason
Formate
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grinding bV planar
contact.

by

Practical
Gear

Design.

111566e8r Honing
introduced bv
National
Broach &
Machine.

James
Gleason.

193!J.f945 -

Wor/dWarf/.
'.939The first
digital
computer.

I

'!IU-

The first can·
trolled, self-sustained atomic
reaction is conducted at the
University of
ChiciJgo,

'938du Pont researchers invent Nylon. Today,
plBsticgears are one of the tastestgrow·
ing segments of the market.

'949China
1947established
Dr. fdwinH.
Peop/fJS
Land introduces Republic,
the Polaroid
camfJf8,

'955-

'95'-

UNIVAC.

the
first commercial
computer. is
sold to the
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are on displ8V at the
National Machine
Tool Show
{precursor to IMTSI.
1951Russians launch
Sputnik, the first anifieie/earth·orblting
satellite.
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to offset the difficulty in finding expert gear makers. MalIY American workers are not
as killed as their European counterparts, says Ron Scbomann, Vice President of
LMT-Fette. "Thi costs American industry in terms of lower quality and broken tools.
Tile development of electronic centrols ha allowed America to catch up because CNC
machines are not as dependent on the operator to know as much as in the past.
America has many unskilled people turning out good gears using this technology."
Joe Arvin of Arrow Gear agrees that machine tool technology can make a big ,difference. "PeopJeare saying that the old-umersare
leaving and the young upstarts
don 'I know any tiling." However. a the machines get better. we depend less on tile
skills of those old-timers, Arvin says. "You don't have to have old school craftsmen
with the computerized machine ."
But the rapid pace of change in todaiy's technology requires an ever increasing need for
continuing education. 'The education we provide today to the next generation of specialists i the highest ever, and I believe that the learning phase in somebody's life will
increase, not shorten. People will stay longer in the leaming process," says Kozma.
The Next 1000 Years
"I cannot really tell YOII what sort of tran missions we will build twenty years from
now," says Kozma. When you think what happened! in the last WO years, ifyou look
back in the hi tory books at. bow people were dressed and. the tools they were using
100 years ago, and if you ask me to look forward [00 years from mow, or even 50 years
from now, and ask me how [thlnk it will change, it's a very difficult question."
Kozma sees concern over the environment as being a key issue in the years to.
come. "In everything that we manufacture, we'll have (Q be focused on a higher environmental friendliness," Kozma says. "whether it's automobiles, whether it's mass
transportation like airplanes ortrains, or whether it's a refrigerator, and we have to
consider when we're manufacturing it that there must be an environmental way of disposal, We cannot continue to make waste mountains, which have a, tremendous negative impact on the environment"

"The gear industry requires if lot of
technical skills to do a good iob. It
demands aSlever-i',lcr8,asing movement in those technics! skiUs.
Tbere is a continuing

difficulty

of

design

people who wldergears leclmically-how
to
them so they are strong arid

quiet,

flow

IlRving enollgll
stand

to macwfaclUre

them.

The shill sets IlecesSilry to do a
good job are 110t thete. More trsinillg, something. lias to be done to'
encaumqe people to go ituo the
;/I(1115try.Tile US is worse off t.han
some countries, tnn tile global trelld
is for less skilled people. Ifs going
to lead us to havillg organizations
providing those skills 011 all outsOllrcing imsis. "

Kimmet, VP Worldwide
Sales and Market;,,!}, ,Gleason
-Gary
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1963John F. Kennedy
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'960'Invention
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NC hobbing machine,
incorporating the
"Electronic Gear Box."
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General Electric
introduces cubic
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J913Oil embargo.
1916Steve Wozniak' and Steve Jobs build their first .computef, the
Apple I. "liVhen my dad was writing the Manual of Gear
Design. he calculated everything by hand from 15-place trig
tables. He literally wore out an old hand·run calculator.
Nowadays, you'd Just do the whole thing I?II a compl!cer.·
- tllOC K. 8lJCkmgham;
8Jlcerpted from a
1997 interview.
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Gary Kimmet adds that the trend toward globalization and increased competition
wi1l inten 1fy. "I see consolidation of gear companie ," K:immet ays. "The impact of
globalization requires some level of critical mas in order to compete in the global
market. That means trouble for some small. gear companies."
Many predict tlUIl the automotive industry will continue to drive trends in gear manufacturiQg. Eleclric vehicles and C\iT technologies will certainly have an impact in the decades
to come, allhoogh the exact nature of that impact is still uncertain Electric vehicles may eliminate geared transmissions altogether by using direct drive teclmology. Continuously variable
transmissions will probably require more accurate, IOOre ,efficient gear ystems.
"We foresee in the next years to come tremendous changes in consumer behavior," says Kozma, "There will be new products on the market which we don't even
think of today. When YOII think about the changes only in the 101 t 20 years as far a
the consumer market is concerned. the speed ingoing into different products will
require from us that we stay ab olutely alert. to look forward, to en e in which direction the next generation wiJl go."
The con ensus seems '10 be that there will almo_ t certainly be gears in a diversity
of products for many years to come. How they're made, and in what quantity and at
what quality will be determined only by time.
"I don't want to be negative," Kozma says, "but the demand for gears on a worldwide
basis will in quantity reduce, but has (Q improve in qua1ityand performance. All the products coming in tlJe future will definitely require a higher class of quality. There will be substitutions to the gears which havebecn traditionally mancfaemred. There will be gear making melhods which maybe limve not been invented. There will be technologies to come and
tools which are not on the ID.ar1s:ettoday. But gears will be required in the future. But Icannot tell you to what extem new technologies will eliminate gears."
Bill Maples puts a. more positive pin on theindustry's potential. "We haven't. seen
anything yet," he says. "I don't see why it's necessary to be anything but positive, The
main thing people have to realize is that it's going to change." 0
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Reverse Engineering of
Pure Involute Cylindrical
Gears Using Conventional
Measurement Tools
Isaias Reg,aladol & Rodrigo' Lopez,
Introduction
De igning a gear et implies a considerable
effort in the determination of the geometry that
fulfills the requirements of lead capacity, reliability, durability. size. etc. When the objective
is to design a new set of gears, there are many
alternatives for the design, and the designer
has the freedom to choose amongl.hem.
Reverse engineering
implies an even bigger
challenge to the designer. because the problem
involves already manufactured gears whose
geometry is generally unknown. lln this case,
the designer needs to know the exact geometry
of the actual gears in order to have a reference
for the design.

U iog advanced measurement machines, the
profile of the tooth can be checked and compared
with 11 reference surface; therefore, using a trial and
error scheme it is possible to approximate the actuail geometry of ihe gears. Unfortunately. these
machines are expensive and seldom available to the
designer, so the need for a melhod using conventional measurement tools i ju tified, especially
when the measurement has to be done in the field
This article presents a methodology ba ed on
measurement over wires, and span measurement
to determine the geometry of a pure :involute gear.
Background
For the complete specificaeon of a cylindrical
gear, it is necessary to know the following:

Nomencla.ture

MOB

Number of teeth
Pres ure angle al a. reference diameter

N

Measurement over balls
Total number of teeth

N.

Number of spaces in the span measurement

N,
OD

Outside diameter

Number of teeth in the measurement over balls

P

Outside measurement
Transverse diametral pitch

p
- n

Normal diametral pitch

R

Theoretical pitch radius

OM

~

Auxiliary radius during measurerne

Rb

Base radius

RD
RM

Root diameter

lover balls

Root measurement
Radius of the wire (ball for helical gears)
Span measurement
Tran verse tooth thieknes at reference radius R
Theoretical normal pres ure angle
Auxiliary pressure angle during measurement over balls
Theoretical transverse pressureangle

lit

reference radius R

Theoretical. helix angle at reference radius R
Base helix angle

Outside diameter
Root diameter
Helix angle at 3 reference diameter
Circular tooth thickness at a reference diameter
Face w:idth
It is well known that the operating surface of
the tooth is uniquely defined by the base radiu and
the base helix angle. This surface i limited by 'the
outside diameter, fOIDl diameter and face width.
The tooth thickness is defined by the relative position of two symmetric tooth surfaces.
In order to define thegeometry of a gear, ilt is
useful to divide its characteristics into threegroups,
The first group include characteristics that can be
directly measured with conventional tools. The secend group tis integrated by properties that require
special tools or procedures foriheir derermination.
The third one is fanned by tho eproperties wlrich
require some additional calculations for their determination. Thi division is shown in Table 1..

The proposed method is based on the measurement of the four properties in Group ] and tWo in
Group II (measurement over balls and span measurement).
The procedure to calculate m.easureme t over
balls and span measurement is available in tile literature (Refs. 1-3,).. Fig, 1 shows the transverse
plane of a gear: from this figure. it may be
ob erved that given the transverse tooth thickness
'T' of the gear at a given radius 'R', the measurement. over balls may be calculated as follows:

MOB,

= 2R.... + ~

)2-2COS

(2~N,)

Group]
(Directly Measured)

Group H
,(Requires Speci.aJ TooWP:rocedu..res)

Groupm
(Calculated)

Number of teeth

Chordal thic.lcness & addendum

Pressure angle

Outside diameter

Measurement over balls

Diametraj pitch

Root diameter

Span measurement

Helix angle

Face width
Table l - Division of the geometrical ,characteristics

.108 gear

).~--n.
'._./...
.

m

...

WlI.ere:

(2)
R.
And $2 Iscalculated

from:

..
Inv($2)
= -- Tin)+
2R

v( ¢I.

+

R""
.~

---,r - --

It

(3)

N

In the case of helical gears, the effect of the
helix angle has to be considered, and, Equation 3

Pig.. 1-Measureml1n' over balls I'n, a pur gear.

becomes:
11:

N

(4)

From Fig. 2, the span measurement for a
given gear may be calculated by the equatioa:

Again. in Equation 5, the base helix angle is
included to compensate for the fact that in helical
gears the measurement is actually performed in
the normal plane. The number of teeth consisered
during the measurement (N.) is limited by two
conditions-contact of the caliper with the root of
the teeth and contact of the caliper wi.th. the lip of
the teeth.
Fig. 3 bows the limiting number 'of teeth for
different numbers of teeth and pressure angles in
standard spur gears. A may be observed. mere is
always a range of teeth numbers to use for the
determination of the span measurement.

Tools
During the measurement precess the fol.owing tools are required:
• A conventional calliper or micrometer of suitable
size for the gear to be measured, If a digital
caliper is available, it is recommended, alth ugh
thi is not strictly neces ary.
• A et of pins for the measurement of gears. It is
convenient to remember that helical gears must

Fig. 2-Span

measurement in a spur gear.

be measured with balls instead of pins. The recommended "standard" ball diameter is defined as
1.728IDiametra] Pitch or 1.68lDiametral Pitch. If
a set of "standard" pins is, not available. a set of
steel balls of nominal diameter close to the standard! may be used instead,
• A set of disc calipers is desirable. although in
most of the cases this tool can be replaced with
conventional caljpers,
• A calculator or a portable computer with the program for measurement. The computer is recommended only because the calculations can be done
faster, but the procedure can be easily done with
the calculator,

Dr. lsalas Regalado
is a gear designer and
consultant at CIATEQ A.
(J research' and development
institution providing technical support to Mexican
industry:

c:

Dr. Rodr:igol Lopez
is the director of Ihe
Mechanical Transmlsssions
Department ai' ClATEQ' A.C.
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Calculate

I

.c>

Given.

I

Pn

p

I

Sln(~)
Sino! ( Cos(WtJ

~

$

I

R

ljI

$[

)

Sitn-I(Sin(~[)Cos('t'tJ

I!

)

(

Tan(<jJ)
Tan(<jJ[)

J

-

$1:

eos-I

~I

I

)

Rb
Cos(41[)

I

S.in-I(Sin(<jJI)Cos(WJ)

eos-I ( :~

COS-I ( Tan(!)
Tan"!}

Sin-I(Sin(4lI)Cos("VJ)

.as -!(~) R

---

)

2RCo

PnCos('V)

(1jI)

I
-

Rb

)

N
"I

COS(~I)

--

'If

l'!

-

I~~

Tan(1j.I)· a,
Tan('Vb)

IjI

I.

PoCos(1j.I)

2RGos(ljI)
N

:PnCos(1jI)

2RCos(ljI)

.-

-

R

Ii
I

--

1-

Sill-I(Sin(~I)CoS(ljIb))

Po

COS-l ( ~

11an. -I I.(RTan('VJ
~
S' -I
m

)

(

N

1

)

R

I
,I

-

t:I

NTan('VJ )
2P.Rb

p.

2PnCos(ljI)

-

PnCos("V}

2RGas("V)

PfiCOS{Y)

-

-

-

1

I

P

COS-II

Surl (Sln(4l )Cos(ljIb»)
j

II

(+)

N
2IP

Tan-I (NTan('I'b) )
2PRb

P

P

Gas(1j.I)

I

I

Table 2. - ealclilation

01 the properties

of

II gear;

ing teeth, the outside diameter may be calculated

using

Equation

6:

2

OD=QM
TEETH NUMBER FOR SPAN MEASUREMENT

l-Cos~'

...
22.S"

~

I"'

(6)

Where N. is the number of spaces considered
when performiog the measurement (see Fig. 4a).
3.

25

( 21tN.)

the root diameter of the gea.r. tak-

Determine

ing .imo account the same considerations as
in the outside diameter. R.D=RM for even
number ofteeth and for odd no mber of teeth:

I •...S"

IS

2

RD = RM

J-,-_-c-os-

(7)

-2~-NI-)
(

~:
Where N! is the number of teeth considered when
performing the measurement (see Fig. 4b).
4.
Determine the face width of the gear ..
5. Select a suitable ball diameter.
6. Determine the measurement over ball of the

IS

Fig. J-limiJing

number .oltteth:JOI' sJXln mt(JJUfltmM/.

7.

Procedure
The proposed procedare

a sumes it is possiThese
measurements, win be called SMl• S~, etc. and

gear.
Determine

at lea t two pan mea urement . in
the gear registering the number of spaces
U ed for every measurement.
Perform the following calculations:

ble to take at least two span measurements.

8.

are obtained considering
N,l' N'2' etc. spaces.
The geometry ofthe gear is calculated as follows:

then from Equation 5 a constant KI may defined

1.
2.

Determine

Assuming

two measurements

are available,

as:

the number of teeth in the gear.

Determine the outside diameter of the gear.
if the Dumber of teeth is even,
the outside diameter corresponds to the outside
measurement of the gear OD=OM. If the number
of teeth in the gear is odd, or there are some missFrom Fig. 4,

34·
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(SM2 - SM.) N
21t(N 2 - NsJ)

(8)

Because of the fact that the tooth thickness is
to. define

(a)

the same for all the teeth, it is possible
a constant
J(

.~

K2as:

=..I..
R + 2]nv( q,1)
_

SM)

-

K

-

KI

_ 2nN

I

(9)

N

_ . SM

2nN.z

_

2

N

Then from Equation

3:

And from. Equation

I.

~ _ -,.._M_·0_8_,
-_2_~~_

([ 1)

fb)

2 - 2Cas ( 2-;f! )

Then, from Equation

2:

(12)

U' it is po

sihle to measure with balls of differ-

ent radius, the value of Rb would be the average of
the individual

values obtainedapplying

Equatiens

W-12 for each ball diameter.
Using the definition for KI' it is possi le to
obtain \jib by:
Fig. 4-Oulside anti root measurement/or a gtarwith odd or missing' ,teeth.

'Vb = Cos" ( ..~

(13)
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The Inductoheat Group is hosting its
9th International Induction Heating Seminar
May 10-12,2000 at the Hilton Clearwater
Beach Resort in Clearwater Beach, Florida. ,
The world's largest group of experts from North America, Europe,
Australia, South America and Asia will present information on NEW
processes and developments in induction heating.
• Breakthrough in the induction hardening of crankshafts
• Innovations in induction hardening 'of camshafts, gears & critical cernponents> Obtaining desired OletalJurgical properties'
Cracks, shape & distortion control • Induction tempering &
stress r,elieving • Ferreus & non-ferrous metals • Billet}barlwi:re
heating> S~ablstrip/plate heating s Tiube& pipe heating
• Cellular maaufactunng
designs' New mill design technologies
• Diagnostics; monitoring & QA • Brazing & soldering technology
• failure analysis 'IGBT & MOS FE'! transistorized power supplies
• Load matching· Advanoed induction heating techniques" '& more

The 8th Intemational lnduction Heating Seminar,
held ill No'vember, 1998,featured guest speakers and
attendees from 19 countries.

New Solutions to Current Needs
Bring your questions, concerns and induction experiences to world
recognized experts and end-users and get the advice and answers
you're looking for.
Two-and-a-Half Day Seminar
• Registration/reception
Tuesday evening
• Formal presentations Wednesday & Thursday
• Roundtable discussions Friday until noon
It's Not 'Too Early to Register

Be sure to register via. phone, fax, e-mail or our website to guarantee
your spot in the seminar. The seminar fee is $195.00 per person until

April 10, 2000, Registration after the 10th is $250.00 per person.
Please make checks payable to Inductoheat,

Inc.
Contact:
Laurie Taylor

e

INDUCTOHEAT, INC.
32251 North Avis Drive
Madison Heights, MI 48071

I'NDUiCTOiHEAY®

1-8OQ..624-629?

GR,DUP

Tel: 2481585-9393 Fax: 248/585-0429
e-mail: lltaylor@inductoheatcom
www.inductoheat.com
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INDUCfiDHEAT

Heating Seminar will be held 01 tire Hilton Clearwater
Beach Resort in Clearwater, Florida.
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Shop Floor SafetyThings to Think About
Charles M. Coo;per

D
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_-----------·MANAGEMENTM'-ATTERS-----------see what kinds of hazards
exist in your plant and figure
out how to abate them.
Environmental
Safety Issues
This covers your facility
as a whole and includes air
quality, temperature, noise,
surface contamination, lighting, and building structures
such as floors and stairs, railings, sprinkler systems and
door signs. All of these factors must be taken into
account, but a [at of it is just
common sense. Floors must
be kept clean and dry, walkways should be weU marked
and clear, and places where
workers could faU should be
guarded in some fashion. Any
hazards in these areas should
be either guarded or fixed.
These guards and fixes don't
have to be very complicated,
either. It could be as simple as
swapping out one kind of
floor covering for another.
"Sometimes the best results
come from the simplest
fixes." Coniglio says.
Other things to consider
are that ladders should not be
used where a permanent stair-
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case would be appropriate,
work areas should be well lit,
sprinklers should function,
exit doors should be wen
marked and open easily from
the inside. Dealing with items
such as these, which are covered under OSHA standards,
would be a good start to any
safety program. However,
there are three shop floor
environmental
issues that
should be looked at closely
since they can have long term
effects on your employeesfluids, temperature and noise.
Metalworking/Machining
Fluids. Chemical contamination is becoming a major
issue for American industry
and labor. According
to
OSHA, millions of workers
building automobiles, farm
equipment, aircraft, heavy
machinery, and other equipment are exposed to machining fluids, Studies have
shown that occupational exposure to these fluids has
resulted in cancers of the
esophagus, stomach, pancreas, colon, rectum and other
sites; respiratory problems
ranging from respiratory irritation and asthma to bronchitis, lipoid pneumonia and
hypersensitivity pneumonitis;
and skin problems including
irritation
and dermatitis.
There is evidence of impaired
health at levels wen below the
Permissible Exposure Limit
(PEL) for oil mists (5 mgim3
time
weighted
average
(TWA)) and the "nuisance
dust" exposure limits applicable to aLIother machining fluids (15 mg/m3 TWA for total
particulate ).
Because of this evidence,
there are those in industry
who do not believe these standards go far enough. "The
United Auto Workers are
invol ved in looking at worker

exposure to oil mist in the
air," said Coniglio. The UAW
even had a hand in a I 992
report caned "Health Effects
of Exposure to Machining
Fluids." According to the
auth ors of the report, "Resul ts
from both the respiratory
morbidity study and the mortality study suggest associations between
machining
fluid exposure and respiratory
disease or cancer that are consistent with an interpretation
of causality. Our initial doseresponse analyses suggest
that an exposure level of 0.5
mg/m" wouLd minimize any
adverse health effect of worker exposure to machining fluids .." This study and others
have led to calls from both
labor and business for a lowering of PELs for metalworking and machining fluids,
Because of these acknowledged health dangers, .oSHA
has designated metalworking
and machining fluids to be a
priority for comprehensive
rulernaking, The agency is in
the process of working with
businesses and labor to develop these rules. In the meantime, some of the immediate
steps you can take today to
[ower the risk associated with
these fluids include protective
clothing
and equipment,
mechanical splash guards and
enclosures, local exhaust ventilation, marking any hand
tools used in contaminated
areas to prevent chemical
contamination from spreading, and a. good program of
preventative maintenance.
Ambient Noise. Noise in
the workplace is another environmental hazard that should
be addressed. In high-noise
environments, hearing can
deteriorate over time, beginning in the higher frequency
ranges and progressing down

into the low frequencies to
deafness. OSHA regulations
state that in work areas where
the noise level is 85 dB(A) or
above, hearing protection
must be provided, but it is up
to the worker to use it At 90
dB(A) or higher, the use of
such protection is mandatory,
Ambient noise issues call
be addressed administratively
or mechanically, Administrative controls can include
restricting the amount of time
a worker is exposed to the
noise and/or mandating the
use of personal protective
equipment such as earplugs

or muffs.
These devices carry noise
reduction ratings (NR)that
were developed by ANSI. The
higher the rating, the more
noise is muffled. Care should
be taken to get the right NR
rating for your work environmenlo For example, an NR
rating of 6 or better is needed
to cope with noise levels of
96 dB(A) or higher.
Mechanical methods of
dealing with excessive noise
include noise reducing baffles, compartmentalization,
the use of noise reducing
gears or the installation of
rubber
pads
underneath.
machinery.
Heat. Temperature can be
a problem when it leads to
heat stress, a term that covers
such disorders as heat stroke,
which can lead to brain damage; heat exhaustion, which
includes such symptoms as
extreme weakness, fatigue,
dizziness, nausea, headache,
vomiting or unconsciousness;
heat cramps, painful muscle
spasms due to salt loss from
sweating; fainting; or transient heat fatigue, which is a
temporary state of discomfort
and mental strain caused by
prolonged exposure to heat.
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Heat stress can be dealt
wiih in a number of ways.
Minimizing the heat within
the workplace is one of the
io do this; however.
there are circumstance
where
that i imply not practical.
Giving workers time I!) gradually adjust to the heat, 01' le serung the rullOlmt of work and
exposure by allowing adequate re t periods are other
ways to fight heat stre s.
You can aI 0 isolate the
worker from ,!he beat source
by mechanizing some or all of

best way

the work procedure' or providing heat bielding and ventilaLion. Protective clothing .i
also useful; however, it is
necessary to know if the
clothing will interfere with
, weat evaporation.

Equipment
nus is another broad categoI)'Ihat covets II variety of items
ranging from machine tools to
!:ire extinguishers to ladders to
personal protective equipment
(PPE) uehas hard hats, work:
gloves and boots. While fire
extinguishers and] ladders are
amon~ the many things looked
a! in an OSHA inspection, it is
with machine 'tool safety and
personall protective devices that
mo t people on the shop floor
are concerned.
Mo'Chillt Grlonling. This
refers to the mechanical means
by which a worker is protected
from the actions of the machine
tool he i operating. The subjeetis covered in some depth in
Subpan 0 of 29 CFR of the
OSHA regulations, According
to' Part 2]2 of the regulatinns:
"One or more methods of

iM1ATIERS,
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chips and sparks," The regulations require Uta! manufacturers and owners of machine
tools prevent YOIl from putting
your hand-or any other part. of
your body-where
it might be
injured or removed while the
machine is lin ,operation. .often,
however, tin silo _ where safely
i not a big part of theoorporate

fOUl~or

even five-thousand dollars to have it there, It looks
good, but because it is, in
omebedy's mind. hindering

their operations, instead of figuring it OUI:, they just defeat the
light curtain and rake a chance,
Tl's out of sight. 01l1t of mind,
They ay'this guy haws how
to do i.t-I'n just it back: and not
look at .it and hope nothing
happens.' Thai's the reality of
the situatiolil,"
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Thai is what happened at a
major Illinois heavy vehicle

and equipment manufacturer:
Following a ] 993 in pection
of their facility, th Secretary
of Labor cited the company
with

two

violations

of

OSHA' machine guarding
tandard, one as willful and
one as erious, A willful vielationi

one where the com-

pany has been cited before
and has nola!>ated the hazard.

machine area from hazards
sllch as !hose created by point
of operation, ingoing nip
points. rotating parts, Hying

manipulating the workpiece
while the pres was in opera-

vided to protect the operata]"
and other employees in the

a

culture. these safeguards are
bypassed _r disabled.
''A company puts a light
curtain on a machine because
omeone ays. they have to,
have a guard on that," said
Coniglio. ''They spend ihree-,

while a erious violation i ,a
new IOlIe thar could result in
serious injllry OJ death. In the
case of the willful violation.
workers were bypas ing the
guards 011 a 700-ton LVD
bydraulic pres, Employees
were in the habit of di abling
the light curtai~, reaching into
the machine's work area and

machine guaJding shall be pro-

High quality;:lass A& AA'sklving
hobs-'fine, medium or coarse Ipltches.
Solid carbide up 10apprOXimately
DP & carbide tippeCllor coarser
pitches-tlven larger than 1 DP.

S;piral 8. S1r,aig'ht BevellGear Manufacturing.
C:ommerciall to ain:rah ,qual1jlygearing.
S;pw, helical. spUnedls'hahs, internal 81externa'I,
shaved ,& ,ground gears, Spiral bevel grindwng.
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tion. The second. citation dealt
with workers being able to load
workpieces into a track press
while the machine was indexmg. This created a hazard by
permitting workers to put their
hands in the machine's work
area while the machine was in
operation.
By the time of the final
hearing on the matter, this second hazard had been abated.
These two violations cost this
company $22,000 in penalties
and could have cost a machinist his hand, arm or life.

Lock.outITag-out.

Fast, ecorJomicalhard gear finishing process that increases gear ute
while reducing or eli minating, gear noise.
• Internal or external gears
.' Spur, helical or cluster gears,
Wi1t1Direct Honing you can hob, heat treat and ncne your gears to market requirements.
With Universal Honing; it is possible to finish a family of gears having the
same tooth characteristics with ~ing
numbers of teeth.
Wrtll Combi-Honing you can rough and finish on the same machine Witll
!honing;stones mounted in tandem.
'CflARACTERISTICS

•
•
•
•

Of ,HONEI) GEA:RS:

Increased wear resistance
High surface finish
Favorable machiningl maJ'kSfor noise reduction
Low surface roug'hness guarantees a permanent oillilm

Fassler
Fassler Corporation
131 W:ila,yton Avenue
Suite' 308
Milwaukee,Wl153201
Phone: (41'4) 169-11072
'Fa~:(414) 769b8610
IE-mail:fassler@exlICpC.com
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F,asslerAG
Ringstrasse20
,ctI'~8600'l!J(jbendorf
Switzerland
Phone: OU -411-802-35-2,1
fax: 01141111.a02-35-99
Web:www.faessler-ag.ch
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Sometimes it is necessary for
an operator or some other
trained individual to bypass
the guards and gel into the
machine, usually when the
machine needs to be serviced,
When this happens, it is necessary to control the hazardous energy of the machine.
This
energy-mechanical,
electrical, thermal, hydraulic,
pneumatic.
gravitational
or
chemical--can
come from a
variety of sOU1ceS depending
on the design and function of
the machine. The key to controlling this energy is to properly shut down and fully
deenergize
the machine in
question and to make sure
that it stays that way until. it
can be returned to service.
This is the purpose of a lockout/lagout program,
Once it has been determined
that a machine should be
locked ortagged out, an of the
employees affected by this
decision should be notified that
the machine will be offline.
This is followed by a nonnal
shutdown of the machine. All
of the controls and valves
should then be placed in their
off or dosed positions. Place
the lockoutltagout device, such
as a breaker lock,llasp. chain or
valve cover so that the controls

1

cannot De accessed, Now,
release any stored energy
from capacitors,
springs,
raised parts, rotating flywheels and hydraulic, air, gas
or steam systems. This energy has to be released or
restrained by grounding or
repositioning. This is done
blocking or bleeding the system. Verify that the equipment has been locked or
tagged out and that it has
been successfully
isolated
and de-energized by trying a
normal startup. Ifthis startup
fails, you may now proceed
with the work.
When you are done, inspect
!he work area for parts, tools,
missing guards and make sure
that the equipment is ready to
operate. Clear the area and
make sure everyone knows the
machine is going to be restarted. Remove the locks and tags,
and restart the machine.
The primary elements of a
lockout/tagout
program include documenting
the program itself and developing
procedures for each machine
in the inventory, employee
training and the distribution
of standardized locks and
tags to authorized personnel
(the only employees permitted to lock or tagout a
machine). These locks and
tags should be dedicated to
the Iockouetagout program,
and they should identify the
employee to whom they were
issued. Only the person who
placed the lock should be
allowed. to remove it.

Pmo.nal Protective Equipmens (PPE), These are devices
worn by the worker to protect
him from bazanls specific to
the job he is doing when engineering controls
such as
machine guards are not practical or applicable, Depending
on the job and the circum-

_
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stances, these devices can
include hard hats, eye protection, ear protection, boots and
gloves, respirators, cool suits,
and more. When it bas been
detennined!hat the use of personal protective equipment is
required, it should be provided
by the company,
According to OSHA Section 1910.132 general requiremeats, the employer shall
assess the workplace to determine if hazards are present, or
are likely to be pre ent, which
necessitate the use of personal
protective equipment (PPE). IT
such hazards are present, or
likely to be present,!the
employer shall:
Select, and have 'each
affected employee use,
the types of PPE that will
protect
the
affected
employee from the hazards identified in the hazard assessment.
Communicate selection
decisions to each affected 'employee.
Select protective equipment that properly fits
each affected employee.
In !he general requirements,
OSHA mentions four basic
areas of personal protectionhead. face/eye, hand and foot
Head protection ranges
from lightweight., minimally
protective bump caps or skull
guards. to various classes of
helmets. which provide impact and penetration resistance. Class A and B helmets
also offer protection from
electricity, Class C helmets do
not. Where falJ:ingobject hazard's are present, or if worldng
on exposed, energized conductors, the appropriate helmet must be worn,
Face and eye protection
includes

a variety

based on the nature of the hazard being faced (see tables).
Hand protection is needed
when the worker's hands may
be exposed to chemicals and
other toxic substances, fire,
extreme temperatures, cuts or
lacerations,
punctures
or
abrasions. There are gloves
available that can protect
against multiple hazards.
However, a single type of
glove cannot protect against
all.hazards. These hazards are
classified under four broad
categories: chemicals, abrasions, cutting and heal.
With chemicals, the chief
concerns are chemical bums
and the absorption of toxic
substances through the skin,
These can be minimized by
using gloves made for this
type of work, rinsing them
before carefully removing
them after use, and replacing

them regularly. Replacement
is very important because aJl
glove materials are eventually
penetrated by chemicals. The
rate of replacement is based on
the application, the frequency
of contact with the chemicals
and the glove material.
Abrasion. heat (and cold),
and cutting hazards also
require the proper type of
glove. They should be insulated for temperature extremes
and made of tough, resilient
materials to protect the hands
from cuts, punctures and
abrasions
when bandling
sharp or rough objects.
One place where gloves
are not recommended
is
around moving machinery,
since the glove can actually
make it easier for a worker's
hand to be caught and injuJed.
Here, protection is to be supplied by machine guards and

Jcckout/tagout procedures.
Foot protection is necessary when workers are in
areas where their feet are
exposed to falling, rolling.
piercing orelectrical hazards.
Safety shoes and boots are
built to offer both impact and
crush protection. Some also
provide puncture protection
as well while others offer
electrical protection. The Iype
of safety shoe or boot YOIl
need is based on the type of
work you will be doing (see
table).
PPE: Training. OSHA
rules also cover training standards for workers learning to
use personal protective equipment. This includes new hires
as well as established employees. According to Section
1910.132. employers are 10
train any employee whose job
requires the lise of personal

--

TABLE l-FACE
If-----

AND EVE PROTECTION BY HAZARD. SOURCE: OSHA.
PROJECTION

iIlIlB.CE.

IMPACT~C~ippinQ, grinding machining, masonry work, woodwol'king. sawing. drilling. chiseling ..powered!a ste ning, riveting, and sandi ng.

I

Fiving fragments, objects, large chips,
particles, sand, dirt, etc.

Spacta clas with side prate ctinn, gog·
gles. face shields. For severe exposure,
use face Shield.

-----------+--------------------+---------------------~
Face shields, goggles, spectacles with
' Hot sparks, splash from molten metals,

HEAT-FurnBce operations, pouring,
casting, hot dipping, and welding.

high temperatures.

side protection. For savere exposure use
lace shield.
For splash from molten metals. use a ,
face shield worn over goggles. For high
temperature exposure, use screen face
shields or reftective fece shields.

CHEMICALS-ACid
and chemicals
handling, degreasing, plating.
---

TABLE 2-FACE

Goggles, 'eyecup and cover types. For
severe exposure, use fa cs shield. Forirritat·
ing mists, use,speeial-purposa goggles.

Splash

-

AND EYE PROTECTION FOR LIGHT AND RADIATION HAZARDS. SOURCE: OSHA.
----------------------

-------

Optice I radiation

Welding helmets or welding shields.
Typical shades: 10·14.

Welding: Gas

Optical radiation

Welding goggles Of welding 'ace shield.
Typical shad as:
• 9 as welding 4-8
• cutting 3-6,• brazing 3·4

Cutting, Torch br,aling, Torch soldering

Optical radiatlen

Spsctactas or welding face-shield.
Typical shades: 1.5·3.

Glare

Poor vision

S pecta clss with shaded or spacialpurpose lenses, as suitable.

Welding: Electric arc

I

TABLE 3-FOOT

PROTECTION BY HAZARD. SOURCE: OSHA.

--------

yy,PE OF PROJECTION
Ilmpect Protection
I
I

of specta-

des, goggles, face shields and
welding shields. Thechoice is

_

Crush Proteciion

I

I'

PunclUreProte ctio_n

--

HAZARD
Carrying or handling materials such as parts or heavy tools, which ceuld be dropped,
and for other activities where objects might fall on the feet
Activities invDlving skid trucks, bulk rolls, heavy pipes or any heavy objects tbat could'
rollover a worker's feet.
__9_d_o
...
n._ pp
..... _A_nvw_-_h_er_e_sh_B_rp_O_b_JB_ct_s
_SU_C_h
_Bs_m_B_tB_I_sc_r_B
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useful life and proper dispos-
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delineated !:he responsibilities

al, The trainee must be able to

of supervisory

wear the equipment,
and maintenance,

its care

the limita-
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demonstrate
stands

that

its

OSHA

own

he under-

these elements

before

According

personnel.

to the OSHA
will be

the supervisor

plan,

being allowed to do work that

responsible

would require the use of PPE,

ty and health rules, regulations

Under the rules, those who
cannot

demonstrate

understanding
retrained.

where

is necessary

include:

place

to

be

practices and methods of oper-

retraining

render

previous,

training obsolete,

'.

employees

in safe

ation and give full support

to

the Occupational

Safety and

Health Program.

They are to

conduct
health

regular

safely

and

inspections,correct

whatever unsafe and unhealth-

in the types of

Changes

are

to instruct

in the work-

Changes

Supervisors

an

of the cir-

cumstances

and standards.

safe-

such

are

Some

for enforcing

ful condinonsand

practices

PPE to be used render
previous training obsolete.

are

Inadequacies

employees, and encourageand

ted

in an affec-

employee's

knowl-

noted,

attention

obtain
for

promote

medical

injured

employee

or HI
sugges-

edge or use of assigned

tions on how to improve safety

PPE

indicate

employee
tained

has
the

that

the

and health.

not

re-

sors

requisite

understanding

or skill.

are

Finally, superviwill'! the

to work

Safety Officer in investigating
accidents,

completing

Finally. the employer is to
verify the training through a

priate compensation

written

suhmitting

certification,

should
each

contain
employee

date(s)

which

the name

of

trained,

the

of training,

and

the

subject of the certification.

The Role of the Supervisor
Once the program is in
place,

the

engineering

administrative

controls

and
are

dent preventien

approand acct-

Corm

and

them through prop-

er channels on a timely basis.
The

roles

assigned

by

OSHA to its own supervi ory

personnel are not too different
from similar roles in companies across the country . .All rec-

ognize that the supervisor is
eyes and ears

management's

working and the people on the

on the shop floor in many ways

floor are trained. then it is up to

and for many initiatives, safety

the supervisors

inc1'uded.O

to make sure

that things go smoothly and
according to plan. Like management,
responsible

the supervisors
for following

are

an

safety program requirements
and making sure that their
charges on the shop floor do
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Tall Us What You Think ...
If you found this article of
interest and/or useful, please
circle 206.
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Software Bits
D'ur New Products Sp',ecialEdition'
Specification of profile modifications
such as crowning and tip/root relief.
Detailed data output.
These modules are available separately or together. GRF and BGA members
are-eligible for substantial. discounts
when purchasing the Ratings section. For
further information on the Gear Rating
module and Gear Details module, log on
to www..stajJ.nci.ac.ukle.j.myer.s.
Circle 300

Gear
anddesign
Details
TheDesign
Newcastle
unit Software
(DU)/Gear
Research Foundation's
(GRF) Gear
Analysis Suite has been created to provide
designers and specifiers of spur and helical involute gearing me latest in gear
design standards.

~ ..

I".....

~
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----.aII
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automatically transferred into Helix
Modeling. which creates solid models
using powerful AutoSOLlD™
and
Gen3DTM functions. AutoSOLID uses
intelligent algorithms to build models
from geometric information in the 2D
drawing. If cross-view inconsistencies
are detected, Gen3D takes over to complete me model. In some cases, a model
can be completed manually, "It's a winwin "Forthe 2D user," says Arens. "Helix
Capture not only creates a solid model for
you, but also checks drawing accuracy.
For additional information log on to

www.helixcapture ..com.
Circle 301

I
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The Gear Rating mod- i 1~~III!(jo:II!II~IIII!'--"

ule, used for the calculation of gear tooth
contact and bending stresses in aceor- .
dance with me procedures specified in.
BS/lSO 6336. was tested by I"he~SO6336
Project Committee of the GRF. It is based
onthe format used for the popular DU436
software suite, The Gear Details module,
for drawing data in accordance with the
British Gear Association's Codes of
Practice, is an improved and updated version of a widely used software package.
Both sections are Y2K compliant.
Together, the two modules allow:
• Gear design data to be saved and
retrieved.
., Standard gear design and manufacturing information to be saved and
retrieved.
• Input data that causes out of limits
outputs to be flagged.
• Easy access to a Qui.ckHelp menu at
every stage. and on each data entry
box and! button.
• Specification of internal gear wheels
and epicyclic (planetary) configura.
tions.

11 ....... _".,;;::;;.....

-J..i~ ~-_

........

..........

30 Oesignsfor 20 AutoCAO
Use:rs withl Hel:ix Capture
Microcadarn, Inc., announces the
release of Helix Capture. a new option
for Helix Design System mainstream
CAD/CAM software that enables design
engineers to create solid models based on
2D AutoCAD drawings. "Helix Capture
is the fastest way to bring 2D users into
the world of solid modeling with all its
downstream benefits." said David J.
Arens, director of product marketing for
Microcadam. The vast majori:ty of CAD
data is stored in 2D AutoCAD drawing
archives, representing a huge investment
in time and resources .. "Helix Capture
releases this stored equity, allowing
AutoCAD USersto produce 3D designs in
as Iinleas five minutes."
Starting with the AutoCAD program.
users are simply prompted to select
views for 3D generation. These views are

W,eb Gealr
Web Gear is a gear design software
package for use with Microsoft Excel that
offers full geometric mesh analysis, plotted mesh views, quick design analysis
and immediate calculation results, easy
variable input and hard 'copy output of
your data. Three packages are available:
spur gears, helical meshes (crossed axis
helical and worm gears)a:nd internal
meshes.
For more information and demos contact rei@golden.net
or log 0010

http,~//homepage.s.m.sn.comicorporalewayl
webgearsaftware/webgearhtm.
Circle 302
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nation or sequence, Using this data, the
software calcu.latesthe complete motion
profile of the system including component
inertia based on object type. dimensions
and distance from the axis of rotation .
cymex also incorporates the gearbox
into the servo system calculations. All the

I

I
.....j....

GeariDyn: Gear IDynamic
Analysis IP!rOgram
Originally developed by NASA,
GearDyn, from Partners in Scientific
Computing, Inc., is a powerful analytical
tool that can aid you in designing gears
with lower dynamic loads and reduced
noise without requiring the purchase of
either software orlilardware. All you
need is a pentium class PC and access to
the Internet.
'GearDyn can determine detailed
geometry, dynamic loads, Hertz and
bending stresses and surface damage factors. The software can also analyze a variety of epicyclic and single mesh systems
with spur or helical gear teeth including
external, internal, buttress tooth forms
and high contact ratio gears. GearDyn
allows the designer to input various types
and amounts of profile modifications,
crowning and tooth spacing errors and
determines the effect they have on the
dynamic loads. GearDyn also gives you
options for flexible carrier, flexiblering
gear, floating sun gear, a natural frequency option and a finite element compliance
analysis for helical gear teeth. It also provides for synchronous or phased. meshing
for epicyclic or star systems.
GearDYIl generates tabular data and
plots for dynamic loads for-each mesh in
the system. You will be able to generate
dynamic Hertz and bending stresses, flash
temperature, pressure velocity, natural
frequencies and spectra] analysis. Log on
to www.pscico.com for more information.
Circle 303
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specifieations needed to select a suitable
motor and gear reducer for an application
are stored in the database. Tables and graphics in the program help the user select a gear
reducer with the correct properties.
Once the optimum design has been
finalized,
cymex will list geometrically
G:earlirax
equivalent
motors and automatically
Carnnetics' GearTrax for SolidWorks
select
the
correct
adapter plate and bu h99 allows you to create all types of gears i
and sprockets inside SolidWorks. Your ing, It can also print out relevant data
gears will be created to industry standards ! sheets, output a DXF .file that can be
with true involute tooth profiles. Some of imported into drawings and generate
the features available include worm, orders with the correct part number and
bevel, internal and external spur and. heli- order codes. If a gear reducer from alpha
cal gears; timing belt/v-belt pulleys and gear drives Is elected, cymex can al a
chain sprockets; precise speeificatien of print maintenance, mounting and operating information. After calculations are
backlash or tooth clearance, auto-draw
hubs, bores and keyseats; set screw holes performed, the system configuration call
and customized diametral pitch and pres- be stored for use in later projects.
For more information on cymex
su...reangle. Gear'Irax's three modeling .
(Cyber
Motion Explorer) servo design
options are: create a tooth profile using
software, call alpha at 847-439-0700.
straight line segments, create a three-segCircle 305
ment tooth for "Quick Draws," and create
a true involute tooth profile.
Log on to www.camnetics.com for
more information, to download the full
version for a free trial, or to request a CD
that also contains drawings of racks. belts
and tapered bushings with nearly 500 different bore configurations.

I

I

Circle 304

cymex Software Siizes and Se~lects

Servo Motors and Gear Reducers
cymex (Cyber Motion Explorer) software from alpha gear drives, !\.nc.,simplifies servo system design and analysis,
allowing engineers to more accurately
design and specify high-performance systems in less time and at a lower cost.
cymex has a Windows-type graphical
interface that guides the user thr-ough the
program in a simple, intuitive manner,
allowingtbe
user to define path/time,.
path/speed and time/speed in any combi-

ShopW,er;ks-F,rom Purchase,
Olrderto IP,acking SI'ip
Team Research
has introduced
ShopWerks, a complete manufacturing
management system that runs production
and order processing more efficiently.
while maximizing net profit and returnon-investment with real-time, activitybased cost accountiog.
ShopWerks determines profitability
job-by-job, eliminating guesswork by

_

••

_ SOFMARE IBITS__
calculating

the actual cost of materials,

machines
tracks

and

labor.

It automatically

labor, machine

rewarding

and material

productive

workers

by automatically

tasking

time between

use,

for multi-

splitting

the jobs,

painting

work
a more

picture of real labor costs .. The

precise
software

also complements

accounting

and automated

by providing

optimized,

production

scheduling

endar-type

interface.

four

configurable

sales

order,

calendar

accurate

cost

data record:ing
load-balanced

with a visual, calThe program

build

offers

strategies:

economical

build

by

quantity,

period or number of days.

ShopWerksalso
partmental

streamlines

communication.

interde-

Online,

up-

to-date information, suchas production
scheduling, is freely available on the network Also, ShopWerks provides sales
staff with the timely,

accurate

tion they need to dose
customers

informa-

sales and groom

for repeat sales. Sales people

can now pull up orders, 1.001< at parts and
view the production schedule right from
their desktops,
For

additional

ShopWerks.

their

information

about

call (800) 619-2055

Web site at

or visit

www.teamresearch.com.

Cime .JO(i

The Great Geardin'"
Ma'.es BullS Vanlsh Betore, Your IblS'l
Of course. there's not really a magical way to handle' your
deburring needs, but we have the next best. thing. OLS builds
turnkey systems with proven pertormance. We've become the
industry leader by oHerlng the best overall value:
• High-speed, high-quality systems
• Quality components from brandname manufacturers
• A variety of standard base models
which can be adapted easily to
your needs
• Engineered solutions for practically
any application

SolidWorks Announces
elDrawings
eDrawings isa new type of compressed
electronic drawing file that enables users to
create, view, send and receive mechanical
design drawings via
file

includes

e-mail,

Each

a self-contained

eDra.wings

• Trained slaff afexperts waiting to
assist you

Call OLSlodaV.We~1
mille ~-o--r
~-____
I U_ deb
_ _ umou
!roubles disappearl

- ...

'OlS Model 1,200
-

-

,

'-'..:l...
'
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viewer.

enabling recipients to start using the drawing
infonnationimmediately.

The eDrawings

Publisher is available for existing users of
SolidWorks, AutoCAO and any other CAD
system outputting a DXF or DWG file.
JANUARY/FEBRUARY

2000
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eDrawings break: down the communication, software incompatibility and drawing
interpretation barriers by allowing engineers and designers to easily create compressed electronic drawings and e-mail
them to anyone. In addition, the small file
size enables fast delivery of eDrawings.
For information, contact SolidWorks
800-693-9000 or visit their Web site at
www.solidworks.eom.

Easy 5 is a family of software tools
used to model, simulate and analyze
dynamic systems containing hydraulic,
pneumatic, mechanical, thermal, electrical and digital subsystems. Developed by
Boeing. Easy 5 is a commercial product
sold and used world wide.
Easy 5 software includes a complete set
of control system modeling, analysis and
design features, Systems are quickly mod-

Circle 307

NOW

iUHAVE
ER CH;OI'CE

••

eled with functional blocks (summers.
dividers, wave generators, integrators, etc.)
and/or with predefined components representing physical elements (pumps, gears,
engines, etc.), as well as user-defined FORTRAN or C. If required, a virtual prototype
of an entire system can be constructed via
links to other CAE software used for multibody and structural dynamics, controls, controller code generation. integrated circuit
design and others. Source code is automatically generated to support real-time simulation, For more information, log on to
www.boeing.c(fm/assocproductsieasy5,
Circle 308
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IKISSso,ft

ANI Systems Co. announces that it is now a
manufacturing source of spiral gear roughing
and finishing. cutters and bodies.
We also can manufacture new spiral
cutter bodies in diameters of 5" through 12"
at present.
ANI can also supply roughing and finishing
cutters for most 5"-12" diameter bodies.
Whether it's service or manufacturing, consider us as an altematlve source for cutters
and bodies.
You'll be in for a pleasant surprise.

KISSsofi has been developed for engineers and design engineers. It is interactive
software for the layout, calculation and optimizing of machine and joining elements,
shafts, axles, bearings, gears and gearwheels.
The software calculates according to standards (ISO, DIN, VOl, AGMA,etc,) and
accepted standard. literature.
The software was developed to meet the
data retention standards of the [SO--9000
quality system and it is constantly being
updated and adjusted to the latestcalculation
methods, Designed with the user in mind by
Kissling, a Swiss precision gear manufacturer,KlSSsoft is easy to use with just a few
hours of training. Also, it has many interfaces to CAD and NC programs, making it
an important part of the CAD-CAE-CAM
chain. FOf more information contact
K1SSsoft at +41-1-308-97-77 Of send e-mail
to info@KlSSsoft.ch.
Circle 309

NIEW! Straight

l8eve'l Cutters.
Royal Oak, Michigan 48067
Tel: (248) 544-3852 • Fax: (2.48) 544-3922

CIRCLE 103
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TeU Us What You Think ...
If you found this article of interest and/or
useful, please circle Z22.

Mr. Norbert Weiss. world
renown spline technology
instructor
fro III Frenco
Germany I'Jil1 be presenting
his 2-day spline semmar

Take a Seat for the Best

,Spliinle '1irainingi Selminar
iin the Worl,d!

.' MUwauklee, Wisconsin
IMar,ch 22·23
• Novi (De'tro!it),Michigan
June 28-29

tms seminar covers all
aspects of splines from tile
very basics tnrouqh !rle very
technical (Including US and
mternational standards)
Ttus class IS tor everyone
involved In spline design.
manufacturing
and quality

r>:

Reserve a seat today!
Space limited
S625!person
tnsuucuon

a ~

_I ••

aclhl

\J

r.1,IIIUdlllicluded

N48 W 14170 Hampton Road

Menomonee Fans, Wl53051
Phone 262' 781'6777
FaJ(262'781'2822
wvvw.lnf'o@eurotechcorp.com

CIRCLE 154

,MASTER G EAR, 'SPILlNE GAG E AN D 16 EAR ARTI FA(T (AU 0, RATIO NI
M&M PreOsion Systems' (olibrllfion Laboratory is ready
to (olibrafe your master gears, spline goges, lead and
involute masters ond other gear ortifocts.
AI M&M, you're assured 01...

• Quick. affordable service,
• Inspection performed on high-o«urlKY equipment

capable of verifying tightly Ioleranced specifications,.
• ',Measurements troceo&le,lo NIST, Dnd an the required
ldocumentation to mmp~ with wrrem quality standardS. ~~:g;~E
On~ the M&M (o6brotion loborofory features the latest M&M 'geor inspection system, as well
as 01 'SIP'HOM system for dimension-ovlI'-pins measurements. M&Mako offers regrindingl or
replo[emenllof ¥10m masfer geors ondspline gages. Put M&M's d'etodes or experiencsi in

gear and spIne 'form i~pectiDnla work for you.
(011:(931) 859-82'73 'CI ftoc 19'3n ,859-4452.
IE·mail: gauges@mmpredsion.tom
IInlemel: hHp:/lwww.mmprecision ..com

CIRCLE. 170
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is the largest in Pbiladelphia Gear's 100New 'Venture IGear Expands
year history and will bring more than 100
New Venture Gear, a joint venture
between
Da.imlerChrysler
AG and
ZF Priedrichshafen AG, a: leading glob- jobs to the area.
Philadelphia
Gear
will
supply
20
gearGeneral
Motors
Corp.,
will
expand
it
al manufacturer of driveline, steering and
boxes-five
in each of FastShip's initial
East Syracu e, NY, New Process Gear
axle systems, bas establisbeda
new
four vessels-pius one spare gearbox as
plant by 100,000 square feet. creating
]52,000 sq. ft. cosporate engineering techwell as additional parts and a lO-year ser300 new job. This 20% increase in
nical center On a 10-acre site in Northville
vice
and
maintenance
package.
These
I
capacity will allow the company to
Township, a western suburb of Detroit, MI.
increa e its production of 4-wheel drive
The new center further strengthens the components will help generate power for
these vessels that is 2.5 times that of a transfercases 10 about 500,000 per year.
company's
comrnitment
to the . onh
Sport. utility and pickup truck vehicles
American market and will support its line jumbo jet.
"OUi
contract
with
FastShi.p
further
continue to sell at record volumes," said
of automotive products.
New Venture president and CEO Fred
The new center, with 95,000 sq. ft of establishes us as a global competitor in
Hubacker. "This plant expansion gives
office space and 57,000 sq. ft. of prototype i the supply of high-tech power transmission
equipment,"
said
Gerry
Rooney.
New Process Gear the ability to meet our
building and testing space, will be horne to.
president of Phildelphia Gear Corp',
commitment to our customers, for transfer
more than 200 technical, engineering and
"Our aggressive ~nvestment in new tech- r case production."
sales personnel It will provtde state-of-thenology and 'eqUipment,as
well as our i
art iedulical capabilities that will support
i
effi.ciency
guarantee,
positions
us perInductoheat IPromotes Director
the development and testing of new prodfectly to thoroughly serve FastShip's i
of Engineering
ucts as well as adaptation of existing
Inductoneat, lnc., Mass
products for the North American markets, i cutting-edge tran mission needs."
The contract means 100 jobs for
Heating Division in Ray
The new center will be ready for oecupanPhiladelphia
Gear and its vendors, !
Town hip. MJ. has promotcy by July, 2QOCt
ed Randy Minnick to the
ZF has also announced a joint venture ; including securing or adding 70 full- I
position of director of eng i.with Meritor Automotive Inc., forming ZF time jobs aver the next tw~ years at I
Philadelphia
Gear's
King
of
Prussia,
i
RQdy
Minnick
neering,
His previous posiMeritor LLC. The new company, based in
PA. , f aCITt1 y.
I lion was engineering manager. Minnick
Laurinburg, NC, will produce technologihas been with Induetoheat for six. years
cally advanced medium- and heavy-duty
and holds 8. BSME from Saginaw Va1ley
transmission components and systems for
Bison iN'amesKopp ,Continuous
State University.
original equipment manufacturers and the
ilmprovement Manage.
aftermarket in. the United Stales, Canada !
Many Kopp has been
and Mexico. ZF Meritor LLC will begin
named continuous improve- i Mitsubishi Appoints New Senior VP o'
Sales and Marketing
operations itnunOOiately.
j
ment manager at Hi on Gear
Aocording to Menter chairman and
and Engineering, St. Charles,
Mitsubishi
Machine
CEO, Larry Yost, "Mentor's joint venture
WL. This ;is a [lew position.
Tools
lias
appointed
with ZF supports our long term business j Marty Kopp
Kopp, who joined Bison in i
Thomas D. Poyser enior
strategy to provide our customers with new
1996, was mast recently TQM facilitator
vice president of ales
and marketing for North
an~ technolog~caJ]y advanced p~ucts.
for rue manufacturer of fractional horse- i
This partnership also supports Meritor's " power gearmotors, motors and reducers
Thomas D. Poyur
America. Prior to comaim to lead in the markets we serve. ; for the global market. According to
ing to Mitsubishi, Poy er held both genincrease our customer base and achieve our George Thomas, vice president of operaeral and sales management pesitionaat
global growth goals."
! tions, "A commitment to improve our Westinghouse Eleclric Corp. and Hurco
Richard Martello will serve as president j products and processes is inherent in Companies, Inc. He has a BSEE from
of ZF Meritor LLC. He was previously j maintajning Bison leadership."
Purdue Uni,versity and an MBA from
general manager of Meritor's transmission.,:
Kopp will now be responsible for tolal
Indiana University, Poyser as ume the
quality management, coordlin.ating Bison's
dutie formerly held by the recently
dutch and driveline business.
program for ISO·9000 certification, overretired Donald Chabot,
Philladelp'rua IG:earSigns
all managementof aJ] Bison service and
Record Conv,act
repair operations. and joiru programming
MiCSubishi Opens IN'ew Headquarters
Philadelphia
Gear Corporation
bas
with the Bison Engineering department on,
and IHob Recoatingl Facility:
reached an agreement with FaslShip, Inc.
the as embly area auditing process, to
Mitsubi hi. Machine Tools has moved
to supply sophisticated
transmission
, work: towards error-free, zero-defect perits headquarters from the company's forequipment. for the company's high-speed
formance. Prior to. joining Bison, Kopp
mer location in Itasca. Illinois, to a larger
transatlantic fleet The $35 million order
was at Argonne National Laboratories.
facility in neighboring Addison. The new

,ZFBuUds IN'eW'Tech ,Center,
F;inallizes Joint Venture with Meritor

i
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address, 1250 Greenbriar Drive, win
house both corporate offices and a production area, and cover 38,250 sq. ft.14,000 sq. ft. larger than the Itasca site.
The new facility will house a showroom
for Mitsubishi products, as well as a oneof-a-kind facility dedicated to the restripping. resharpening and recoating of bobs
used in high precision gear production,
representative
of Mitsubishi's
large
investment in cutting technology.
The strategic placement of a recoating
facility in the Midwest is expected to
increase the sales of gear cutting tools by
providing an economical alternative to
shipping hobs overseas for recoating.

ASME andSME M'utuaUy ICease
IMerlge.rIExplloratlion
The American Society of Mechanical
Engineers (ASME Intemational) and the
Society of Manufacturing Engineers
(SME) have mutually ceased exploration
of a possible merger.
ASME International President Robert
IS. NickeU and SME President Cecil W.
Schneider,
in jointly
making this
announcement, observed thaI the investigation phase was conducted in an
extremely positive and professional manner and involved many volunteer and
staff members from both organizations.
These two societies win continue as
separate organizations, and where pos ible, will continue to conduct joint activities and Jook for additional opportunities
to work together in the future.

----.IINIDUSTIRY NIEWS

._

problem solving, our customer service
and. our ability to interface with larger
corporate customers."
The new technical center will house
an expanding staff of engineers, including a number of rotating resident scientists from Balzers facilities around the
world and from the company headquarters in Liechtenstein. The facility also
incorporates the Balzers Knowledge

,,#-./'0....

Management Center, which provides
resources and technologies for Balzers
technicians worldwide to help them service their customers' specific coating
requirements.

Tall Us Whllt You Think ...
If you found this article of interest and/or
useful, please circle 221.
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SInce 1936 ITW has provided the gear industry
with gear inspection devices., Put your trust in
the people who invented the process,
PRODUCTS AVAILABLE:
• Manual double flank testers for coarse pitch.
• Manual double flank testers for fine pitch.
• Computerized double flank testers for
coarse pitch.
• Computerized double flank testers
for fine pitch.
• Dimension over pins or balls.
• Automatic In-line gauges.
Model 2275-DOP
Dimension over
Pins or Balls

Bal:zers Announces New Tech
Developmenl,Center

Computerized roll
tester for composite
and lead

Balzers Tool Coating, Inc., a leader ill
thin-film tool and precision component
coatings, has opened a new technical
development center in Amherst, NY,
adjacent to Balzers' existing coating center. The new center was built to develop
new coatings and evaluate cutting-edge
technologies that will solve a variety of
customer needs.
"OUf customers are the true beneficiaries of this expansion," stated! Balzers
president Peter Bjorkman. "Not only are
we increasing physically, but we are
expanding our advanced technology

No matter what the application; coarse
pitch, fine pitch, externals, internals.
shafts. metal or plastic - we look
forward to working with you.

IITW

Heartland
1205 36th Avenue West
MN 56308 U.S.A.
Ph: (320) 762-8182
Fax: (320) 762·6260
E-mail: itwgearsOrea-alp.com
Alexandria.

Rne Pilch
Gear Holler
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IINDUCTliON FIXTURES

Hofler's HELIX gear profile
grinders, the most economical
way to grind gears, HELIX 400
for 16" diameter and DP 50-2.5.
HELIX 700 for 28" diameter
and DP 25-1.6, Now introducing the completely new RAPID
WOO profile grinder for gears
up to 40" in diameter.

The LR-PAK data sheet describes induction lift rotate fixtures useful for heat treating
parts such as transmission O.D.
races, LD. cams, hubs, spindles,
C.V. joints and gears, LR-PAKs
are completely assembled and
interconnected,

For more information
fax to 0ll1(49)7243-599-16S.

CIRCLE
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Ajax Magnethermic Corp.
1745 Overland Avenue
Warr,en, OB 44482
800-547-1527
Fax: 330-372-8608
O[RClE

READER

SERVICE

1t144

MACST!EEt ® ENmNIEERED CARBON
AND AUOY STEEt BARS

GLEASONPFAUTER
HURTH ,CUTTING TOOLS
,CORPOiRATION

A new full color catalog details
the complete
products
and
processes
of MACSTEEL@,
including specialty bar products
like MACGOLD®, MACPLUS@,.
NITROSTEEL®,
NITROIOO®
and specialized heat treated bars
and tubes. Domestic and international specification tables are
also provided.
Visit www.maesteel.eom
01' call 800-876-7833.

A full color brochure showing
the product capabilities of our
Loves Park, Illinois facility. We
manufacture high-speed steel
and carbide bobs, shaper cutters, form cutters, eBN wheels
and thin film coatings. Heattreat, resharpening and recoating services are available.

CIRCLE
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Gleason Pfauter Hurth
Cutting Tools Corporation
Telephone 815-877-8900
E-mail: salestisgphct.com
CIRCLE

READER SERVICE
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WORLD'S SUP,PERIEST
SOLIO LUBRI:CANT
PREVENTS WEAR
HI-T-LUBE® dry-film lubricant solves wear, galling and
fretting problems for gears,
bearings and other metal parts,
even at high and low operating
temperatures.
Works under
high compression loads, in a
vacuum and in high radiation
environments.

General Magnaplate Corp.
(800) 852·3301
READER SERVICE

Our 8-page brochure is an information-packed
guide to the
Austempering process, a high
performance heat treatment fOE
ductile iron, gray iron, and steel
for improved toughness, wear
resistance, and fatigue strength.
Learn how to boost product performance, and reduce costs.
Call AppJ.ied Process, Inc.,

734-464-203001' visit
http://www.appliedprocess.oom

http://www.magnaplate.com
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.AUSTEM!PERINIG
IMPROVES MATERIAL
TOUGHNESS
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METRIC GEARS

HiOLROYD,MA.!C!HIINES

NEW 456-page catalog features
technical specs for over 3400

Holroyd is the world leader in
the production of the most comprehensive range of machines
to produce profiles on screw
compressor
rotors for every
application, ensuring production of first class quality components at competitive prices.

standardized metric gear components: spur; helical and internal
gears, straight and helical racks,
straight and spiral bevel gears,
worm. and worm gears, and more
in modules 0.5-10.

Quality Transmission
Components
2101 Jericho Tpk, Box 5416
New Hyde Park, NY 11042
PHONE: 516-437-6700
FAX: 800-737-7436
WEB: http://www.qtcgears.com
CIRCLE

READER

SERVICE
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Phone: (44) 1706-526590
Fax: (44) 1706-353350
Email: injv@hvirvyd.com
Web site: http://www.holroyd.com
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GROUND' GEARS - Te.nor Ten Thousa.nd
mJEASON PfAUTER
HURTH II.NTIRODUCES
THE IGPSEiRiIES~: a new line of gear hobbers,
shapers and grinders that share
a "common platform" and use
standard modules to greatly
simplify the traditional processes of machine design, assembly
and
maintenance.
They're
designed to take advantage of
the 1atest tool technologies
available-wet
or dry. Call us at
(815) 877-8900 to request this
brochure.
CIRCLE READER SERVICE #148

WRITER'S GUIDELINES
Learn what il takes to be a Gear
Technology author. Earn the
respect. and admiration of your
peers as you enhance the technical credibility of YOIl! company. Send for our free writer's
guidelines or visit www.geartechnology. com to download a
copy from our Web site.

For small to medium quantities of spurs or hellcats that have to
meet close-tolerance AGMA or DIN specs, our Beishauer grinders
and M&M gear analysis systems are the perfect eomblnanon.
For Long; runs, we offer the unique Liebherr CBN grinding
process with full SPC quality control and.documentation.
So whether your needs are for ten or tens of thousands, we
invite you to join the growing list of INSCO customers who rely on
us fer consistent quality, reasonable costs, and reliable delivery.

Qrnsco
ORPOiIATION

PHONE:

978~448~6368

FAX:978-448-5155
WEB: inscocorp'.com
412 Main StJeet; Groton, Massachusetts 01450
11509001 Reglster,ed
CIRCLE 172

CIRCLE R~Aj)ER SERVICE 1231

Some of our readers have expressed confusiion
over our article "CMM and the Gear Industry,"
which appeared in the November/December
1999'issue. Although this article was about comdinate measuring machines, itwas not our intsntion to sliqht the capabillities of generative gear

MIETROLOGY SYSTEMS
M&M metrology systems are
designed for universal application and ease ofcperation-making them ideal for a wide range
of inspection and process control.
tasks.
This
brochure

describes how they employ
generativ,e motion via linear
interpolation
for lead and
involute measurement
M&M
software can be used on remote
or networked
PC's for SPC
study or data entry. For a free
copy, call 937-859-8273 or fax
937-859-4452.
CIRCLE READER SERVICE 1169

SEll GEARS O:NIUN:E
The Power Transmission Home

testers, It should be understood that generative

Page™ is the Web's leading
directory of power transmission manufacturers and suppliers. Hundreds of buyers visit
HlHIHI .•powerfransmission.com
each day {Q find the right manufacturers for their jobs. Call
(847) 437-6604 to find out how
inexpensive and effective Internet marketing can. be. Mention
this ad and receive a FREE
bonus page of advertising with
yourorderl

gear testers can also measure bevell gears. and
that the machines of most major manufacturers
perform measurements according! to .AGMA, DIN
and ISO standards. In addition, many 'g'8nerative
gear testers also possess coordinate measurinq
capabilities ..

CIRCLE READER SERVICE~230
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_------------PRODUCTNEWS------------Welcome to our P,roduct News page. Here we feature new IP,'oducts of interest to the gear and gear products maflkets. Jo get more information
on these items, please circ'le the Reader Service iNumber shown. Send' your new product releases to: Gear Technology, 1401 Lunt Avenue,
Elk. Gr,ove ViII'age,. IL 61MH17Fax:B47-437-6618.

Bison Servo Duty R.educers
_

Bison

Bison Gear and Engineering has introduced a new line of servo duty gear reducers for stepper and brush.less DC motors in
precision

applications.

The

new Bison

reducers, the MuJtiTech series, are designed

Torque ratings

eight

ratios

in each

range

from 40 to 399 in-

Ibs., with peak torque capacities up to
798 in-lbs, Backlash specifications are
held to less than one degree.

flor further information log on to

to be used with NEMA 23 and 34 mounts.

A one-piece pinion mounts easiJy onto the
motor shaft The gear cases are permanently lubricated and the gear boxes can be used
with the motor of the customer's choice.

offers

frame size, ranging from 3: 1 to 100: 1.

Bison's

Web site at

wwwbisongear.com

or call Bison at (800) AT-BISON.
Circle 310

Harmonic Drive Technoilogies

Iintroduces New Zero-Backlash Actuator
Harmonic
introduced

Drive

Technologies

the PowerHub

a high-powered,

has

robotic actuator,

zero-backlash,

compact

brushless actuator with a hollow shaft.
The PowerHub actuator has the same
compactness,

configuration

and perfor-

mance of a direct drive and the low cost
and controllability

of a geared

actuator.

However, unlike most geared servo actuators, the PowerHub's

2
1
Prop. ri.etOry...
, design,
engineeri.ng
and
manufacturing.
1

-

InVOI'U
..fesp'lines,
splines,
helical
tapered
splines,
threads.

3.

I

vacuum

lines,

through

its center

ProdUc:.ction
spline
romng,
sup,ported
by SPC.

50,100

and 200 watts-and

921-3332

or

CIRCLE
TECHNOLOGY

1'111

offers sub arc-

information
visit

call

Harmonic

(800)
Drive

Web site at www.harmon-

Technologies'

ic-drive.com.
Circle 31.1

NORD Gear Corp. launches N!ew
Gear Motor Liine
NORD

1691 Walker Road, Windsor, Ontario, Canada N8W 3Pl
51,9-253-2461 • fAX 5119-253-5911 • www.co.lonialtool.com
In the U.S.A 5505 Concord Ave., Detroit, MI • 313-965-8680

devices

or wafer paddles.

minute accuracy.

compact,

GEAR

to external

The PowerHub is available in three sizes-

For further

If rou're goi;ng by the numbers, Colonial! Tool Group has
al: the reasons you need to ha,veus be your spline rolling
service supplier; We're a Ileading designer and ..
_
m~:mu.
f.adur~r of high quality pr:.cision sp.line rolling rocks,
wl.th extensive protolypecapabh,Iy ..And if you' need:
pre-production or production spline roUing services.....
we do that too!
Call, write, FAX or E-mail us off our Web Site.

middle allows

etc, to be run

wiring,

including end-effectors

,

52

hollow

motors,

has launched

high-performance
Called

a new line of
helical

the NORDBLOC

gear
line,

these new gear motors offer customers
choice of seven compact
with two or three stages.

a

case sizes, each
NORDBLOC

____

PROIDUCT NIEWS __
units range in horsepower from 116 HP to
50 H.P and generate maximum 'torque
ranging from 730 in-lb.

1026.660

in-los.

They are also customizable to the customer's

needs. Options

include alternate

shaft sizes, heavy duty output bearings
and peeial lubricants for specific work:
environment . Motor options, including
230.460 and 575 volt motors, single and
three phase, a full range of brakes, temperature monitors,auxiliary blowers for
slow peed inverter duty and feedback
encoders

MORE ACCURACY
MORE EXPANSION
MORE VERSATILITY

are also available,
Clrc

WANTED?

LONGER LIFE
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AND LESS COST?
New PM High SipeedlTool Stleel,
frem ICrucible
Crucible

Service Centers announce

the commercial release ofCPM Rex 121,

a :new high vanadium cobalt-bearing
powdered metal. high performance tool
Sleet II is designed

to offer a combina-

tion of the highe t wear resi tance,
attainable hardness and red hardness
availahle jn any :high speed steel. Its
superior

red hardness

permits

LeCOUNT, Inc.
12 Dewitt Dr_'. PO Box 951)1. Whits, RivlHJ'ct. V1 105001U.S A
lei:; 1800,1 64~d&113 01'.) 522001 • .Fax: {BIJ2),296-6843 .E-mail: lacoun! sover.-al
Website: http,:I/www.sDver.netj"llecQunt/
(includes Iprodllcls,pecific tion I,
CIRCLE 157

25-50%

higher cutting speeds compared to other
cobalt-bearing

high speed steels while its

re i lance maintains a
harp cutting edge at the e increased cutting peeds, With an attainable hardne
of H~C 70n I and better temper re istance than any other high speed teel,
CPM Rex 121. is especially suited for
TiAIN coaled tool used in dry cutting
uperior

wear

app.lical,ions ortho

e requiring

very high

RPMs. CPM Rex 121.also offers a co
effecti ....e alternative

to carbide

t-

cutting

tools, which may be lOO brittle or too difficult to maclrine. For the location of !fie
Crucible

Service Center neare t you, call

(800) 365·] 185 or visit their Web

ite at

www.crucibleservice.com.
in:le31l
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If you found this article of interest and/or
useful, please circle ZlI.
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SERVICE
MAAG PARTS ANB SERVICE
Original MAAG Parts for all:
• Grinding Machines
• Shaping Machines 'ISH)
• Inspection Mach;ines

Tooth by Tooth Induction
IHardeninglSpeciallists
,spur, heli'ca.1 and bevel gears

Repairs to Complete Rebuiilds
., Calibration
• Certification
• Evaluations

Our gear hardening equipment
ineludes 5 NATCO submerged
process machines and 5 AJ!AX
CNC-controilled g'ear scanning
machines. Tooth by tooth gear
hardening from .50P-l0DP, up to
15 tons. Ask about our breakdown service.

Becker 'GearMeist'ers, Inc,

American M'etal Treatingl Company

Swiss Trained Service Eng:ineers:

(800) 42-3-2531- '(516) 821-3961
.. Fax: (5116)821-3810

Chicago, Illinois

Cleveland, OhiD
(216) G1·4492
Fax: (216J'4J~-I508
E!D8il: bruco@Dmorjclnmolal!roDljng.com
Web :siCa: rwww.geattechnology.COIIt/i:opagll/amtc.1.Itm

GEAR TOOTH
GRINmNG SERVICES

PRO-GEAR, COMPANY, INC.
23 Dick Road, IDepew, NY 14043
Toll Free: 8,n-684·38HI·
Fax: 7116-684-7717
E-mail: prDgea~inc@aol.com

• CUSTOM HEAT TREAT SERVICE
------

Classified:

$665, 3X-$620

J

--

PICK UP AND DElIVERY IN MANY AREAS

Gleason HAUlER WURTH
'CUlTfIING

TOOLS,

CORPORATION

1351 Windsor Road, P.O. Box 2950
Loves Park, IL 1611132-2950
Phone (B1S1877·89001
Fax (815)877-0264

150-9001

Ii

West Branch Industries

Subsidiary of Stat Cutter Co.

2083 W. M·55, West Branch. MI48661
'-BB8·Resharp 0"·888-737-4277
PhoDe: (517) 345-2865 • FAX~ (5,17) 345-56601

Spur - Helical - Double Helical
Capacity up to 60.5" 01.1)., l' I),P., 29"
Stroke. All ground gears certdlad up, to'
AGMA Class 114+ on Zeiss-Hofler
1:602
CMM. Invent,ory of grinders includes
IHofier 800, Hofler 1000, Hofler 1253
Supra, Hofler 1500 and Ho~ler Nova
CNC1000 !Fully CNC with on-board
CMM checker).

KJ,eiter Gea'rtech

si.

25301IGiarmw
Houston, TX 77003
Phone: 713-237-9793 Fax: 713-237-1209

Contact Mr. Willie Whittington
Visit our Website at
IWVI<W:kr,eiter-g.eartech.com
CIRCLE 125

mirnimum, $295. Additional lines $40 per line (8 lines per inch). Display Classified: 3" minimum:

per insertion,

6X-$585

per insertion, Additional

insertion. Gear Technology will set type to advertiser's

per inch: ] X-$225

, 3X---:$215 per insertion,

£0

Gear Technology. P.O. Box 1.426, Elk Grove Village, IL 60009. Agency Commissi.on:

classified ads .. M.a~.e...ials Deadline:
Publisher reservesthe
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lX-

6X-$205

per

layout or design a classified ad at no exira charge. Payment: Full payment

must accompany classified ads. Send check drawn in U.S. funds on a U.S. bank. or Visa/MasterCard/American
expiration date

CERTIF,IED

• THIN FILM COATINGS

CIRCLE 1:22

CIRCLE 151
Rates-Line

STAR CUTTER COMPANY

.

GEAR TOOTIH
GRIINIDING SER,VICiES:

custnmers

• Prototype alnd production quantities
• Capacity to 27.5" P.O., 3.510. P.
• Abl,e to match delivery to your
requirements
• All service to AGMA standards with
Certified Gear Inspection Equipment

1927

• HOB SHARPENING
• liN, liCN, I,liALN
'COATING SERVICES

are our only

.Il£ "",
Jior®
CIRCLE 149

• SHAVING CUTTER GRINDING
• Cost effective gear tooth gr,inding
spe cialists

Star Cutter Co.

ClRCLE 152

CIRCLE 1167

• Gear manufacturers

HOB SHARPENING
SERVICE

Ads must be received by the 20th of the month, two months prior

right to accept or reject classified advertisements

at his discretion.

Express number and

No agency commission
to

publication.

A(ccptancc:

on

-

SERVICE
PRE.C'ISIONIIGiROUIND GEARS

GROUNDI GEARS

HIOiB SHIAIRPENIIINIG
(612)1425-5,2,41

-----

-

• Precision Ground Spur, Helical and
Pump Gears to AGM.A Class 15

HISS & Carbide up to 5 lOia.
Straight Gash,
Sharpened &: Inspected
Per AGMA, STAND.AIRDS
U

• IBevell,and IHYIPo,id
• Spur and HeHcal
-taper IRackand Pinion
• 'Worms & Wonnwhaals

I
I

• The laleslgrinding technology including:
• Reishauer RZ300E
Electronic Gear Glinders

Quick Turnaround

CURVIC® C'Doplings

• Gleason TAG 400 CNC High
Production Gear Grinder
.• Cincinnati Milacron CNC

Cylindrical GMnder
II Continuous Process Improvement
Utilizing SPC and Quality Planning
II JIT Delivery using Innovative

Stocking Programs

Iregistered Irlda!!lJ!rk of TIh. Gleason Wo:rlcs)

SUDA International

800-447·2392

KORD SHARP,ENilNG SER,VICE
953D • 85TH AVENUE NO. -MAPLE
GROVE, MNI 553691

Fax: 716-874-9000,

www.n[agar~~~r.com_

emall:info@nlagaragear.coml

CIRCLE 121
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Gear

Works ltd.
P.O. Box 4, Pittsford,. NY 14534 USA
Fax: 016)385·8537
E·Mail: Igknndy@Worldnetatt.net
www.sudagear.com

I

SIIGof ShiZUOka~Ja,panJ
Est 1944
CIRCLE 129'
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HELP\VANTED

I

A USA-based Chinese trading company seeks experienced sales persons,
for the sale of forged and machine cut
gears in several areas of the U.S.
Sever,al territories are open for commissioned agents, and relocation is
not required. The company has very
strong capabilities for sourcing a
wide ralnge of precision forged and
machine cut gears in China. Highly
qualified individuals may be considered for sal'ary arrangements.

SPRIT International
World Trade Center
3600 Port of Tacoma Rd., Suite3f12
Tacoma, WA 98424

WE'RE HI'IIR;INIG
Gear Mlchine Repairman
Experienced troubleshooter for mechanical
and hydraulic repairs. Knowledge of elactrical systems desirable. No travel.
Friendly work environment at our convenient
northwest suburban Chicago location. Profit
sharing. health insuranca,

I

ICadmac Machi"ery Co., line.
1401 tum Aunue
Elk IGroft, Village, (l,&OOIIl

Fax your resume to (8471437·'6618
JANUARY/FEBRUARY

2000
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GEARS ON ICE
Gear Technotoqv's birnonthlv
amusement

of our readers

aberration
Contributions

Saginaw, Michigan, may be home to
the only gear operation in the world that
requires the lise ofa Zarnbon:i® machine.
It may also be the only place in the world
where teeth on the Gears are optional
The Saginaw Gears are a professional hockey team in the United Hockey
League.
The history of the Gears in Saginaw
goes back tome early 70s, according to
Mark Thompson, director of med:ia relations and the team's radio play-by-play
broadcaster, The Saginaw Gears, were
originally III team in the International
Hockey League from 1972-1982, during
which time they won two Turner Cup
championships and became very popular
with the fans,
The original team got its name
through a contest in which the fans voted
for their favorite name. The Gears won,
and the name stuck, says Thompson ..
The original Gears changed their
flame in the 1980s and eventually left
Saginaw, For a While, there was no professional hockey in town, until the

-- gear trivia, humor, weirdness

Chatham Wheels crossed the border
from Ontario to become Saginaw's franchise in what was then the Colonial
Hockey League, precursor uo today's
UHL.
After stints as the Saginaw Wheels
and the Saginaw Lumber Kings, the
team changed owners. The new owners
wanted to try to capture some of the old
excitement, Thompson says. After the
1997-98 season, the team changed its
name to the Gears.
Although the name change hasn't
brought much success in terms of the
team's record, they've certainly captured
the enthusiasm of the fans, "It really
hasn't been at great run for the Gears
over the past two years," Thompson
says. "but the fans just won't let it go:"
The Gears have struggled because
of the loss of their goalkeeper. Darren
Madeley. at former NHL goalie, due to
an injury at. the beginning of this season. As of the first week in December,
the learn was 6-15-2, in last place by a
wide margin.
But the hockey is still funto. "Watch,
Thompson says. The United Hockey
League includes players with a wide
variety of age and experience, including
the young players just coming up out
of junior hockey along with many players filteringback down from the rnL and

NHL.ranks.
Gearilfir, Mascot of the ~ginaw Gears,

5&
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and oddments

for the edification

and

are welcome

Information on the Saginaw Gears is
available on their Web site, including

fult team statistics, schedules and high-

as well as pictures Gearilla, the
team mascot. You can also order tickets
online or shop for Gears jerseys, hats or
other merchandise. Visit www.saginawgears.com or call (517) 753-4SOI for
more illfonnation. 0
lights,

one

to~ , •

·Oppl

Contact Info:
P.o •.80x 21
29 Industrial Park Rd.

AIIV:our
Gear and
9pnne IMachini''1g
Reqiu'i'remenfs, ...
9afisfied Under

INew H'artfOfd •.ICT. 08067
Phone: (880) 738-2626

Fa,x:·(880) 'S8~2456
WebsHa: www.perr-ygear •.com
E-mail address: sauMI(g!p8lrrWll"

One Roof.

all Us
-day!
OERITIFIIEII:)

~ii~
ISOI 9100:2

~:e-L"'=-

"~chnoIQgy

fl(PIease VisH our Websife lOr B com,plete ist~

,of capabilities. rseUMy, lidlrita and virtuall tour)
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